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REVIEW OF THE MONTH 
RUSSIA PAYS FOR OUR COWARDICE 

W HEN the Hamburg International refused the offer of 
the Communists to form an mtemational united front 
to fight to defend Soviet Russia, the imperialists were 
directly encouraged to go on with their plans to try and 
destroy the Workers' and Peasants' Republic. 

Although the Hamburg International pa:ssed a resolution declaring 
its determination to prevent any imperialist attack upon Russia, it 
did not outline any plan to enforce its pious sentiments. Indeed, in 
its resolution there was a section whicli showed that the new inter
national does not seriously intend to defend Russia. How the 
im~alists viewed the Hamburg resolution may b¢ seen by the fact 
that Lord Curzon sent new and greater demands to Moscow. . 

In Britain the official Labour movement has handled the Curzon 
demands in a most disgraceful manner. No attempt has been made 
to organise the one thing that the Government fears-the " all in " 
Council of Actions and manipulated from a general centre. Lord 
Curzon has seen nothing but a series of resolutions : a few enthu
siastic demonstrations and some bold platform gestures. The~ 
have no ~ect upon him and the predatory. gang he represents. He 
has seen no serious attempt made by the official movement to create any instrument to enforce the resolutions that have been passed. 
't]ntil he sees that the leaders are in e(l1'nest and that they really 
n;u:,Jln to act he will continue to bluster and to send ever more impos-

.. sible demands to .Moscow. The struggle between British Imper
ialism and the Soviet Republic is not at an end. Curzon and his 
kind shall make new attempts to strangle Russia by adopting other 
methods. But the event of the past few weeks have taught us many 
thin . 

!fhe ten-days ultimatum to Russia revealed the impotence of the 
BritiSh Labour movement. It reveal~, despite all the talk about 
preventing war and so forth, that the offictals had no organisa-
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tion that could immediately aclj it revealed that the leaders had 
neither a policy nor even the faintest idea how a war maniac lik•! 
Curzon could be held in check. If our leaders knew their business 
they should have been able to have set in motion such machinery 
throughout the whole political and industrial movement that would 
have driven Lord Curzon from office; and they should have insisted 
upon the British Government recalling the Curzon note. This, some 
might say, would have created a political crisis. Certainly I But 
such a speedy and effective line of action would have shewn to friends 
and foes alike that the Labour Party was the real p<>litical dominating 
force in this country. Such an exhibition of political initiative 
would have been the most effective reply to the " die-hards" who 
are continually wanting to know whether Labour is fit to govern . 

. The ability of a group to govern, let us repeat for the thousandth 
time, does not depend upon the number of ~ple who vote for it 
once in five years; the test of governmental ability is determined by 
the alertness, courage and ability to act in such a speedy way as to 
confound and defeat opponents. · 

The Curzon ultimatum to Russia gave the British Labour Party 
a greater opportunity to rise to power than it will get by contesting 

· twenty general elections. The failure of the Labour Party to act 
compelled the Soviet Government to gran~ concessions which. it need 
never have yielded to our imperialists. One of the most damning 
things in the whole of history is to hear people like Snowden and 
MacDonald chidin~ the Moscow leaders because they are compelled 
to concede concessions to capitalism. These blind fools cannot see 
that the reason wll.y the Russian Soviets must compromise is precisely 
because the MacDonalds and Snowdens are too cowardly to lead 
any real attack upon their own imperialists. The Soviet Government 
is · compelled to pay in cOncessions to the capitalist States because 
the moderate Socialists are afraid to fulfill their international obliga
tions to the Russian workers and peasants. Philip Snowden does 
not view the struggle of the Russian masses as a part of the great 
international conflict between the proletariat and their masters. No! 
This l.L.P. " international " pacifist uses a venal pen to attack the 
Soviets and to say that they are seeking to humiliate Britain in the 
eyes of the world. Here we ~t the identical lan~age used by a 
Curzon and the other imperialists; here we get the Union Jack blue
blooded Jingo who is anxious about the reputation of some 
feographical entity called Britain. There are some proletarian 
.L.P.-ers who are honest and intelligent enough to know that inter

national Socialism is something of greater importance than the 
geographical areas UJ>On which the imperialist robbers have planted 
their national flags. But the ideas of those straightforward. workers 
are :miles apart from the counter-revolutionary policy regarding 
Russia which has become the obsession of Mr. Phihp Snowden, who 
has worthily earned the high distinction to bask in the smiling 
presence of His Majesty the King. . 
. Those who desire to help the Russian workers to maintain peace 
to carry on their magnificent work of reconstruction, let . them, 
in every district througout the land, set up a united front of all 
Labour groups and prepare the machinery of the Councils of 
Action. And iet us remember that the Russian workers have to 
pay in blood and sweat, to our imperialists, for our shortcomings. 
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THE HAMBURG INTERNATIONAL S 0, at long last, all the elements of the Second International 
are united once more. No I Not really united. They have 
merely come together. For the New International con

. tains a greater collection of heterogeneous and hostile groups 
than it did prior to the date of its inevitable breakdown m 

the bloody days of Au~ust in 1914. There are as many different 
policies, all pulling in dtfferent directions, within the Hamburg Inter
national as there are different groups represented in it; 

Everyone knows that in 1914 the capttalist reactionaries were only 
able to plunge the world into war because the Second International 
was led by leaders who were more interested in the national interests 
of their capitalists than they were in the international interests of 

. the working class. In 1914 History put these leaders to a severe 
test; they showed themselves to be a bunch of craven cowards, and 

·~ey allied themselves, in every country, with the enemies of the 
.exploited masses. Thus, during the war, the leaders of the Second 
International were utilised by the imperialists to hound on the 
workers against each other. In Germany the important leaders were 

-:taken inside the Government because the Junkers required them as 
~gents to mislead the wage-workers of that country. In Belgium, 
_the gre-at dramatic artist, Vandervelde, · was given a seat beside his 
·royal master. In France, Albert Thomas was used to crush the 
munition workers. In Britain, the Hendersons, Clynes, Thomases, 
Shaws, etc., outdid the most rabid jingoes by thetr hysterical and 
patriotic orgies; not even the I.L.P. ' pacifists " in Parliament could 
&crew up courage to vote against the war credits. The collapse of 
the Second International was as treacherous as it was complete. 

Although the Second International had gone down in the most 
disgraceful defeat ever experienced by a political organisation, there 
was a heroic nucleus that sought to rally the masses against the war 
·in every land. In Germany Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, 
. Klara ~tki~. and Mehring boldl,r. stood for international ~orking 
'class sohdanty. In France men hke Rosmer, Monatte, asststed by 
Trotsky and others, hurled themselves against their imperialist 
masters. In Britain the real struggle against the war was started 
and extended in the workshops by a small party which had always 
refused to acknowledge that the second International was a Sociahst 
organisation. In other lands, such as Switzerland, Lenin, .Zinoviev, 
and other Russian Communists were active in trying to gather into 
an international group all those who were valtantly fighting the 
imperialists. Thus from the shame and wreckage of the old Inter
national a new world force of bold spirits was in the making. 
. This new force was soon to be tested. In 1917 the Russian masses 
cast aside their royal puppet. · They smashed the out~orn political 
· kn;ms of their masters, and seized the State power which they have 
.f.>ielded tritJmphantly for over five years. In Germany the workers 
'chased the Kaiser from his throne. All over Europe the new inter
national revolutionary organisation was gathering strength, and was 
sbow~g ~courage and leadership. T~e daring of the new leaders, 
combilied W1th the clearness of theU' pohcy, brought new hope to ·the 
revolutionary masses of the world. This new international that 
was consohdating the revolutionary ''*:orkers and which was 
~~~a~g them to throw t~einSelves into the struggle against t~e. 
Ubperialist States, all of whtch were exhausted by the war.-;;thts 
fearless Organisation was thl: Communist International. . . : · 
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The impatt of the Russian Soviet revolution reacted upon the 

European masses. In Germany, in Finland, in Austria. and Hungary 
the workers were in a revolutionary mood. As in 1914, when the 
leaders of the Second International rushed, in each country, to the 
assistance of their imperialist master, so in the revolutionary days fol
lowing the war, when the workers were only waiting to be led against 
capitalism, it was the same leaders who again saved the propertied 
system by acting as its bulwarks against the revolutionary surge of 
the proletariat. The result of this new act of treachery so disgusted 
the best rank and file fighters in the working class movement that 
they turned away from the Second International to the new leaders 
now springing up in the Communist International. But even here 
the workers were confronted with an element of confusion at once 
(leliberate and treacherous. Had these masses l. oined up with the 
Communist International and come under its eadership, a great · 
struggle would have been organised against the capitahst ~overn
ments. But the workers were cunningly misled. Across theu path 
was drawn the evil-smelling red-herring of the Tw<rand-a-half Inter
national. The promoters of this shoddy and stop-gap organisation 
clearly saw that an all-powerful Communist International meant the 
end of the Second International. The Two-and-a-half International 
was organised, deliberately, to mislead the workers and to keep 
them marking time until the moment came when it would be both 
safe and ~sible to attempt to rehabilitate Schiedemann, Vander
velde, Henderson, and the other lick-spittles of capitalist imperialism. 
This is what was done at Hamburg. In these notes, writing in 1921 , 
we !iaid:-

u Slowly and surely the true function of the Tw<rand-a-half 
International is unfoldmg itself. Its organisers ... have set up 
their new movement in order to allow the distinguished traitors 
of the Second Int~ational to retreat . . . into a new 
camp specially pr~ared for them by Longuet, Adler. and Wall
head.'' (Page4, Vol. ii., COMMUNIST REVIEW.) 
The Comtt.TNIST REVIEW doe$ not pretend that this correct fore 

cast was a piec;:e of brtlliant political proph~. It was inevitable. 
We knew the fi.bre-lftSS types who made up the Two-and-a-half group. 
AnyQne could $ee that errand-boys like Wallhead ultimately had to 
lcnuckle under to the more clever and ambitious people such as 
Henderson and J. Ramsay MacDonald . . 

The coming togc:ther of all the anti-Communist elements into 
one JrOUP ~$iderably helps to clear the political atmosphere in 
the iDtunatiQnal LabQu.r movement. 

UNITING TO SPLIT I T is not necasary to show, at any gr¢at ·length, that ~e n¢w 
uati·Commv.ni$t International 4;01ltains so ma. p.y conBitting 
lt'Ol-lPS that at OlDY moment of aisis, when <lec;isive ac:tiou 
becomes DCQeSsary • the various elements will stand in etdl 
other's way anc:l make such aetion impossibJe. Befo" 

the ltam~uiJ unifi.eatiQD ~ad tuen :('l&Cle, it was possible ·to.
how confhctmg were the v1ews regardmg every aspect of workin~· 
class POlicy. . 

We shall .zive one exameJe. We all know with what teVerenCe 
our l..abour Party and I.L.P. dupe$ view the League of NatiQQs. 
On every intemation.I matWr of vital importance ou.r · tlendersol:l$, . 
Clynes, and Madxmalds have b1J.t one sol\ltion-to ref~ it to the 
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tender mercies of the League of Nations. Some of the Labour 
members are the official propagandists of the League. It is inter
esting to note, therefore, what other groups in the Hamburg Inter
national think of this famous League. Even such a tim1d and 
moderate Socialist as Otto Bauer denounced it in a speech delivered 
during the Congress. According to the Manchester Guardian 
(31/5/23) we read:-

Ba~er, who .held office as Foreil!;n Secretary after t!te war, enumerated 
the math hotbeds of European reaction, Qf which, he satd, there were five
the German counter-revolutionary movement.l French Imperialism; Italian 
Fascism, the Hungarian White Terror, and, nnally, the League of Nations. 
No one expected to have the League of Nations coupled~ that senie with 
Horthy, Ludendorff, and Mussolini. It is true that ·many people in Ger
many ~re sor,eJy disappointed ~i~h the .League.. But the Con~ress, ~s a 
whole Is by 11.0 means antagonistic to ·the Leagqe, and Bauer btmself ts a 
genuine friend .of it. But he complained that si11ce the intervention of the 
League reaction has grown a new head in Austria. 

When the League of Nations discussed the question of Austria at Geneva 
last October, voices were raised which demanded an armed intervention 
that should cut the daws of the Austrian proletariat. An En£tlish general 
was apparently more merciful and only advocated the establishment in 
Austria of an international gendarmerie. I think it was mainly the opposi
tion of Dr. Benes which brought these mischiev·ous suggestions to nau~ht. 
But Bauer asserted that " the g_olden ring bas been as effective as the uon 
chain." Since the League of Nations has undertaken the financial restora
tion of Austria, and especially iince the Commissary of the League hai 
taken up his r-esidence in Vienna, reaction has increased dangerously and 
visibly. . . . Bauer did not give in his speeel;l any details to suppOrt this 
'Omplaint. But in conversation he told me that many of the social achieve
ments of the Austrian revolution are being gradually suppressed on the 
pretext that they stand in the way of financial recovery. While the revolu
tion, for instance, transferred the burden of taxation upon the owners of 
large properti~s. they are now beinf favoured and the mass of the people 
made to bear an excessive share o the financial burdens of the country: 
Again, under the same pretext, many provision:> for guarding the workers 
against excessive work or inadequate pay are being either quietly disre
garded or openly curtailed. Finally, as another 'instance, he mentioned 
the fact that the old officer caste, who are a serious danger to the· republican 
idea, and who for that reason have been hitherto kept under strict observa
tion by the workers, are now again and increasingly dominating the 
military machine. He claims that that is a direct result of pressure 
exercised on the Executive, on the ground that reconstruction was not 
possible without order, and that order was not possible without a strong 
army ..•. He strongly maintained that what is happening is going far 
beyond what may have been necessary to meet the difficulties of the moment, 
and that the control of the League has become an undoubted channel for the 
reactionary desires and activities of the financiers and industrial magnates. 
The result is, concluded Bauer sadly, that a feeling that the Leagije of 
Nations is a mere instrument in the hands of exploiting Governments and 
individuals is taking root among the working masses of Austria. 

Bless his innocent and lamblike mind I He is only beginning 
to discover in 1923 what the Communists proclaimed to the whole 
world several years ago. The Communists denounced the League 
of Nations during the days when the international reactionaries 
were fashioning it. But Otto Bauer refused to believe the Com
munists. Like so many more clever people, the real nature of the 
League only dawned upon him after it had accomplished the best 
part of its reactionary work under his nose. He 1s, according to 
the Manchester Guardian, "still a genuine friend of it." We are 
prepared to believe he is. The wierd and counter-revolutionary 
things that Otto Bauer can fold to his bosom is one of the wonders 
of the world. It is this gift that explains why he organised the 
Two-and-a-half International in order to enable Schiedemann, Ebert, 
Vanden'eldc, Henderson, l"tc., and tlw oth~r bulwarks o f imper-
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ialism to rehabilitate themselves in the eyes of the masses of the · 
world. . 

However, Bauer's declaration upon the League of Nations 
brings into bold relief one of the thousand things that is destin~d 
to show that the Hamburg International is divided UJ?On vital 
matters. Like the dead and damned Second InternatloQal, · it 
contains all the elements of self-stultification. This explains why. 
it began its career by refusing ·to face important problems which 
were crying out for decisive action. 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS I T is only . when the raw edge of reality is drawn over t~ 
sentimental pates of our emotional Hamburgers that they 
sit up and take notice of what is actually takin~ place 
in the political world. Although Otto Bauer, and h1s timid 
friends in the British Labour movement, have had severcil 

years in which to study the react:ionary role played b}' the League 
of Nations, it is painfully evident that, even now, they oo not under
stand why the League was. created. A few glances at it are s~.l 
cient to prove, to any sensible person, that the League of Nations 
is the international tool of the triumphant imperialist States : it is 
the headquarters of the international robber gang at which they keep 
a catalogue of their swag and a list of their weapons. 

But the League of Nations is something else besides. 
In the struggle of the working class for the conquest ·of power 

one :or two things stand out most vividly. In the old ~s, before 
the .worker~ began to act politically as a clas~, the 1 a4minis
tratlve bod1es had a great many powers relatmg to the calhng ug 
of the army in the event of trouble; and they had some c()ntrol o~ 
the police, etc. This was very noticeable in Italy, Fran~, America, 
and, in ·some measure, in Britain. As the workers began to get 
many of these local administrative bodies under their control there 
grew up a tendency for the capitalist sovemments gradually to 
withdraw certain power~ from the localibes and to centralise these 
more direttl}' under the auspices of the State, which as yet was 
not menaceo by any proletarian party. In France, and other 
European countries, it was a common thing for a socialist town 
council to find itself superseded by the direct intervention of the 
centralised government. Thus, as the workers gradually gained 
political control in the localities, the capitalists gradually con
solidated all their sovereign powers nationally. This was one of 
the most interesting political problems prior to the war. But after 
the war a change had taken place I The workers in Russia had made 
an onslaught upon the powers of the capitalist State and succeeded 
in wresting national control out of the hands of the pro~ied 
interests. In Russia the masses stood defiantly triumphant, w1elding 
the armv and all the instruments of force which makes a State a 
State. "In Germany, in Austria and Hungary, in Italy, and many 
other lands the masses were seriously stretching forth their hands 
to dominate the State. In Britain a government by Labour was a 
a political possibility. Within such an atmosphere the capitalists 
cleverly created a new weapon-the League of Nations. Just as 
the political success of the workers in the localities compelled the 
capitalists to concentrate their political State powers nationally, so 
the possibility of the masses triumphing nationally has compelled 
the imperialist propertied interests to concentrate their State forces-
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armies, navies, ~loans, etc,r-upon an international basis. ·TheLeagUe 
of Nations is th~ internation<!-1 organisation of the triumphant 
imperialist States; it represents the highest expression of the 
orgat}ised capitalist class attempting to defeat the political triumph 
of the revolutionary working class. . · · · · 

The lop-sided emotionalists of the Second Internatiopal believed 
that the League of Nations was a new and wonderful instrument
specially created in . the interests of sweet democracy. ·· Our open-· 
~u~e~ Labourists ~ swallow anything if only ·the cunnin_g ·. 
1m~1al1sts . at~ to 1t that blessed · word--c:iem~y I· ·. SO· 
reaction.~Y has the League of Natio~s prQVen itself that even ~ 
I.L.P .. J.ea,ders, who have sworn by·-1t for four years,-are getting· 
troubled in their minds about it. Of course. no one expects the · 
I.L.P. to come into the open and struggle against the robber League.· 
Our I.L.P. friends always insist upon washitlg and :polishing up· 
capitalist dirt as ~ prelimmary t~ the. Com"'!unists throwing· it <?ut; · 

Otto Bauer, . w1th all the stup1d s1mphc1ty that stamped hun and 
his infantile comrades of the Two-and-a-half International. 
attempted, as we have seen, to enumerate fwe sources of. world 
reaction-:" the German counter-revolutionary movement, French 
Imperialism, Italian Fascism. the Hungarian .White Terror. and. 
fi.nally, the League of Nations." . _But in t~ality tpese forces of 
reaction are a~tually o~ee-,-the tapltallst offens1ve agaQlst the world 
masses. ... . . · · · .· · · · · 

And it j~ because these may: be reduced to o•e root, and to o~~e 
enemy. that ·the, Co_IQmunists .are able to eXpOSe the- hypocrisy: of 
Otto Bauer and his compan1ons who ,refuse to ·aeate o~~e 'inter• 
national prolet~an front against the rommon enemy. 

LABOUR AND THE ··CROWN · 

A. !though the League of Nations is a most important 
capitalist weapon in the international class st. rug.gle, 
we must not overlook the reactionary national organ- · 
isations that are being set up within each of the 
impedalist states to combat the Labour movement. 

In this country one of the most noticeaBle developments· in· recent 
years, has been the intensified propaganda conducted by the 
_propertied interests to popularise the royal family. The monarchy 
1s now playing a more mfiuential part in politics than it did several 
years ago. The middle-class Radicals of the late Victorian days, 
men like Bradlaugh. Chamberlain, etc. were enthusiastic republicans. 
Mr. L. Strachey, in his splendid study on the Victorian period. 
miraculously senses the political hostility towards royality that 
ftoated 'in the atmosphere of those days; one can feel the contempt 
rising from the pages of his book. A further illustration of the 
growing political importance of the monarchy was furnished, a 
few weeks ago, when that eminent and old-fashioned artist, Mr. 
Max Beerbom, withdrew certain cartoons on the royal family from 
his recent exhibition. This artist, who spends the greatest part of 
his time ootside of England, had not noticed during his years of 
residence in Italy that the royal family in Britain was no longer 
a sort of standing joke, but had in reality become an important 
and serious factor in British politics. The capitalist press sharply 
reminded him that the residents of Buckingham Palace were no 
longer subjects for cartoons. The press in demanding the with-
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drawal of the offending ptctures, made certain references to the .. 
growth of new and dangerous factors in the political world. 

During the reign of Edward VII. there began the first real 
attempt of the modem imperialists to make the monarchy an import
ant factor in reactionary politics, and to make the royal family 
popular with the mass~s. But during the war the reactionaries ~ad 
their chance and took 1t. The needs of the country and of the Kmg 
were shown to be identical. Indeed, it was even put stropger than 
that. It was:-" Your King and country needs you." After t'4e 
war a royalist organisation, the British Legion, was formed. The· 
.true Fascisti character of this organisation is hidden, at present, 
from its proletarian members, by a camouflage agitation on behalf 
of discharged soldiers. At a recent conference of the Legion~ 
Earl Haig crudely exposed the true function of the movement 
by showing that tts aims of " Fear God and honour the King " 
meant a struggle against the Bolsheviks in this country! 

Part of the campaign to raise the political.prestige of the mon
archy may be seen m the overwhelming efforts exerted to popularise 
such persons as the Printe of Wales who is closely identified with· the 
reactionary military clique that runs the British Legion. His tours 
in Canada and India were organised by the predatory imperialists, 
who feel their colonies and dependencies slipping from . their· 
g~a,sp .. T~e propertied int~ests have boosted thts. young man, ~d 
hts smtle, m the hope ffiat he q1ay act as a rallymg centre ~r all 
co~ter-re~o!utionary elem:ents in ca~e of any serious and d~r
mmed pohttcal actlon by the workmg class. Unfortunately for 
the enemies of Labour, the Prince of \yales scarcely looks ,as though
he had been cast for the part of a her01c defender-of the throne:· · · ·· 

The crown occupies a much stronger position in the c9nstitution 
of the land than the Labour Party, ~ith . theit ~-~yed devotion 
to democracy, seem to realise. Apart {rom the control which the 
King wields through the Privy Council, etc., we must not·forgetthat 
the oath of allegiance which every soldier and sailor takes, is one 
that demands loyalty to the. King, and not to the particular gove.J;Il
ment which happens to be in power. It is these various consti
tution~ and legal powers, ~ntro~ed by the Ki_ng, that expla.!ns 
!Vhy, m these dars of ever .. mcreas.mg class cc;mfltct, the propertted 
Interests are carrytng on such a sktlful campatgn to make the royal 
family one of the factors in the coming struggle of the Labour 
movement for political power. A popular monarch could easilr, 
intervene to save the realm from the control of "wicked agitators. ' 

The British Labour Party has not made it part of its political 
task to u~dermine such a feudal institution as the monarchy. On 
th1s questlon, as on all others, the leaders have taken their cue 
from the politicians of the master class. To see the Snowdens, 
Clynes ~d Hendersons cring!~g before the puppet of Buckingham 
Palace, 1s an example of servthty. It also demonstrates with what 
success the British " black hundred " have done their work in 
transforming the crown into one of .the most powerful political 
weapons in the country. Reaction may be strongly represented 
when the land is ruled by His Majesty's Labour Gcvernment! Some 
of our prospective royalist Labour premiers have all the character
istics whtch distingUished Mussolim a few years ago. 

W. PAUL. 



The Baldwin Ministry 
BY J. T. WALTON NEWBOLD, M.P. 

W HEN in the autumn of last year the Tory "Die 
Hards,'' at a meeting at the Carlton Club, their 
Party headquarters, overthrew the Coalition 
Ministry and compelled Lloyd · George to make 
way for a Conservative Government, the man whom 

they selected as their leader, Bonar Law, was only a stop-gap. He 
was to act as leader during the period of transition from rule by 
a continuation of the whole of the forces of big property in land, 
finance and industry, to rule by the forces of passive ocapitalism in 
league with the landed aristocracy and the clique around the King. 
When Lloyd George resigned office, there went with him those 
Conservatives who stood for a more aggressive imperialist policy 
consonant with the. interests of British industry and commerce, 
rather than for a reactionary ascending ~licy, defensive of the 
class rule of the old governing classes of Europe and of America. 
}3onar Law, persona grata as he was with American high finance, 
was not so friendly dis~sed towards the imperialist assertiveness 
6f France under its militarist-monarchist leadership. He was a 
Scottish-Canadian, and, as such, had about him a lingerin' atmos
phere of that · Liberalism which he inherited from his Scottish 

·emigrant parentage mingling with his colonial bias towards a 
Britain imperial rather than merely insular or European in its out
look. He was comparatively acceptable to the newly enriched land 
speculators, mining engineers, and railway contractors around 
Lloyd George. They and the sup~orters of Bonar Law had made 
Lloyd George Prime Minister of Britain. Bonar Law continued 
to perpetuate within the new Tory Ministry something of the 
nouveau riclte imperialist tradition of Lloyd GeOrge. 

He and the Marquis Curzon stood for British self-assertion 
against France in all that affects the iron and steel trade, and for 
assertiveness against France and everyone else who challenges 
British expansion in Asia. 

The Marquis Curzon, an im~verished aristocrat until his 
cynical marriage with an American heiress, owed his advancement 
to his peculiarly intimate knowledge of the Middle East, partic
ularly Persia. His oriental scholarship and remarkable personal 
capacity obtained for him the chairmanship of the Imperial Bank 
of Persia, a British banking company, incorporating a syndicate 
of creditors of the State of Persia, who, in tum, owed their oppor
tunites in that quarter fo the fact that the two principals amongst 
them were court favourites and financial friends of the late King 
Edward, viz . :-Sir Edward Sassoon and Baron Reutor. 

Curzon relinquished his directorship of the Imperial Bank of 
Persia when he became Viceroy of India . Every high-placed Indian 

·· bureaucrat has friends in h1gh financial circles and the Marquis 
Curzon has never been without his share of these useful aids to 
political advancement. At once, a man of brilliant attainments, 
of aloof disposition and of boundless ambition, he has betn elevated 
from rank to rank in the· peerage until now he stands at a level 
to which. no other tool of . the iril~ri~lists, not e.ven . :Milner .or Balfour 
9r R_eadJ.llg, has been ratsed . He IS a Marqu1s. There 1s only one 

·honour. that he has- yet to gain-a Dukedom. 11 
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To whom does he owe his advancement and for what services 
were his dignities conferred? He owes them to a King, personally 
and devotedly attatched to his cousin, Tsar Nicholas and his Aunt, 
the ex-Empress Dowager, fearful above all thin~s of the spread of 
Bolshevism, never happy unless surrounded by his troops or escorted 
by our potential Fascisti, the British Legion, i.~ .• a monarchist 
organisation of ex-servicemen whose motto is-" For King and 
Empire." There is an inner circle of ex-officers amon~st these, 
one of whom, there is reason to believe, is that Captam of the 
King's Life Guards, Fitzroy, who, as Deputy Chairman of the 
Committee of the House of Commons, recently ordered me to leave 
the Chamber. 

The Foreign Secretary has had his vanity satiated by ~is King 
in order to make him the more willing to serve as a mask behind 
which the King, the Queen-Mother, the ex-Empress, and all the 
court clique of generals, admirals and flunkeys can carry on 
manceuvring opposition to the recognition of Soviet Russia. In 
this country, the constitutional ·theory is that the King is not 
responsible for his actions. It is notorious that the actions of. ill-will 
to Russia are those of the King and the Court, but the responsibility 
is the Marquis Curzon's. 

The Marquis Curzon stands in our political life for unmitigated 
reaction abroard and at home. He stands for the patrona~e of 
Mussolini and the prosecution of relentless hostility to Sovietism 
or Socialism in any form other than that of the craven and 
treacherous opportumsm of Snowden, Clynes and Thomas. 

The menace to the British governing class and the whole 
property system is not, however, as yet sufficiently grave to make it 
wise for the King at this juncture to appoint his mask as his Prime 
Minister. 

The .more immediate task is to practise economy in the public 
finances and to maintain British imperialist prestige whilst not 
provoking the active opposition of either France or the United 
States. The French or the American imperialists would not, it 
is the guilty fear of the British imperialists, be averse to permitting 
Soviet Russia and nationalist Turkey to rafse the East. against 
them. The British imperialists are very conscious that they have 
no supreme navy, no adequate air foKe, and, certainly, no goodwill 
in the non-British worla. 

The King and the collection of lmigres and sycophants who 
crowd the Court (in contradistinction to the corrupt but very clever 
financial wirepullers who were the bosom companions of his gay 
old . roui of a father) may desire to launch the diplomatic prestige 
and the strained man-power of Britain, at Moscow and Angora 
in an endeavour to restore the Danish brood to thrones and dignity 
in Russia and Greece. But the British bourgeoise has no such 
intention of allowing its substance to be dissipated and its mastery 
over the masses to be shaken on a fool's errand of that character. 

Therefore, whilst they may approve the King's patronage of 
Sir Benito Mussolini and are willing to exploit his inveterate hatred 
of the "Reds" to cajole Soviet Russia into making more and more 
concessions to Leslie Urquhart or that other syndicate with which 
the name of Sir Reginald Hall, the Tory Party organiser, has been 
linked-and whi·ch is· opposed to the Ruiso-Asiatic group, the 
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British banking and mercantile class has no desire to raise a hornet's 
nest throughout the entire East by breaking with Russia. 

They may be pressed into doing so by their King, or fooled into 
doing so by agencies operating in the Press, whether consciously or 
unconsciously, on behalf of Standard Oil or the Banque de Paris. 
These latter would, as Sir Allen Smith, the head of the engineering 
employers, showed in the House of Commons, referrinK to America, 
utilise a break-off of relations between Britain and Russia as an 
opportunity themseleves to take Britain's place in Moscow's good 
graces. 

The British bourgeoisie, therefore, has demanded-not Curzon, 
but Baldwin, as Prime Minister. 

·Mr. Stanley Baldwin, was, until he beCame a Minister of the 
Crown, a Director of Lloyds Bank, of the largest railway company 
in Great Britain and of the family firm of Baldwins, Ltd. H1s 
father and grandfather before him had been successful ironmasters 
in the Midlands industrial area to the west of Birmingham. They 
had been pioneers in the manufacture of Siemens and Gilchrist 
Thomas steel in South Wales, and had added to their iron and 
steel works great colliery properties. They had amassed an enormous 
fortune and become influential railway and banking magnates. In 
the three ~enerations they have been the equals and, at the same 
time, the nvals of the Chamberlain family for economic and political 
pre-eminence in the Birmingham area. 

The Chamberlains were to them as, in a sense, the Krupps to 
the Stinnes. The Chamberlains specialised in finished products, 
the Baldwiris in the handling of the raw material of the finished 
article. In the same way, the Chamberlains were Liberal Unionists 
allied with, overpowering and, finally, dislodged from the leader
ship of the Conservative Party. The Bald wins were, all the time, 
Conservatives. 

Stanley -Baldwin has been more associated with the fmancial 
manipulation of his family's economic power. Politically, he has 
been an attacM of Bonar Law, himself an attache of J osoph 
Chamberlain and the rival of his son, Austin Chamberlain. 

Austen Chamberlain was ousted from the position of leader 
of the Conservative Party by the more purely Conservative elements 
utilising the services of Bonar Law, and the reversion of his leader
ship has now been secured by one of the Conservatives themselves 
in the person of Baldwin. 

The latter has now no active share in the control of the busmcss 
that bears his name. He has nothing to do with its direction and 
it is doubtful whether he is to any . extent interested in it unless 
in the capacity of a holder of debenture and preference shares 
yieldins an unvaryin~ inco~e alike. ~n times o~ depression a~d 
prospenty. He and h1s fam1ly have JOmed econom1cally the pass1ve 
class of rentiers, of international investors, of landed proprietors. 

It will have been observed that he aid not include in his Ministry 
Sir Robert Horne, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer under Mr. 
Lloyd George. Sir Robert Horne, there is reason to believe, was 
asked and refused to .take office. The e~cuse he gave was that his 
business undertakings would not allow him to do so. Sir Robert 
Horne was, and is a lawyer who owes his advancement in the world 
of politics to the fact that his father was the parish church minister 
in a minini area (Samannan), where the all~powerful magnates were 
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the most influential firm of Scottish iron and coal magnates, the 
Bairds of Coatbridge, in Lanarkshire. He was known in business 
circles in Glasgow, prior to becoming a member of parliament, as 
"Baird's roan Friday," Lloyd George promoted him from office 
to office until he became his Chancellor of the Exchequer. Home 
was and is, a Unionist. 

In 1920, a syndicate of investment bankers, acting for a group 
of shipowners and shipbuilders, entered into an arrangement to 
buy Bald wins, Ltd., for a very large sum. Just as the engagement 
was being made an acute depression ensued on a period of feverish 
prosperity. The banking syndicate repudiated the transaction. 
Baldwins, Ltd., took them into the law courts, whereupon the bank
ing syndicate made a surrender out of the court, £750,000 damages 
for breach of contra.Ct, and agreed to complete the purchase. 

Meanwhile, the banking syndicate in question had come under 
the control of another banking syndicate, viz., Kleinwort, Sons & 
Co., a finn which has made enormous profits out of the exchanges, 
is the agent in Londono£ Mendelsohn & Co., of Berlin, and is, also, 
providing heav_}' credits to Krupp. The same group is also standing 
behind Leslie Urquhart's concern, the Russian-As1atic consolidated 
Co., Ltd., and of the Imperial and Foreign Corporation, Ltd., a 
concern of which Austen Chamberlain was the first chairman, and 
which was established to exploit Russia, Meso~tainia, and· the 
middle East. In this same group is, also,~ Lloyds Bank, Ltd. 

Sir Robert Hom~ is, now, chairman ot the reconstructed firm of 
Baldwins, Ltd., and a director of Lloyds Bank. His group of 
interests desires a settlement of the Reparations question and a 
favourable conclusion to the negotiations in connection with the 
Russian Trade Agreement. He and they are shrewd enough to 
realise the foolishness of breaking off relations with Russia, and, 
at the same time, to understand the value of such a threat in making 
a bargain with Russia. 

Stanley Baldwin is, like Lord Derby and other Conservative 
leaders, notoriously friendly towards France, and desires a closer 
political rapproachement which, of course, means an understanding 
whereby British and French interests shall jointly take over and 
exploit the Ruhr in lieu of the payment of impossible Reparation 
claims. As is everywhere always the case, tlie rentier and other 
passive elements of the property class are willin~ here in Britain to 
enter into negotiations with the foreign banking mterests of Paris in 
order to drive a better bargain with the industrial and commercial 
interests of their own country. Sir Robert Home stands for a 
prominent British industrial control in an international consortium 
to exploit the Ruhr. Poincare stands for a prominent French indus
trial consortium to exploit the Ruhr. 

Stanlty Baldwin-and, probably, Loucheur-stands for a so/so 
British and French interest in an international consortium to exploit 
the Ruhr. · Sinee Lloyd George, the Earl Balfour and their col
lea_gues were sent out into the political wilderness and aggressive 
Bntish imperialism yielded place to an attitude of " tranquility " 
in foreign relations, there has been visible a distinct orientation of 
American and British imperialisms towards each other and against 
France. 

In the near East, France, which was the friend of the National 
Government of Turkey, has been losing influence in that quarter 
where her economic cfaims were being countered by those of the 
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American concessionaire, Admiral Chester. Behind him was, 
denials notwithstanding, the Standard Oil Company. Under the 
pressure of other circumstances connected with the British debt to the 
United States, the Government of the latter was ~ able to induce the 
British to make concessions of a political character, affecting the 
financial administration of Persia and to allow the Standard interests 
a partiCipation in oil tracts in that country. 

Me~while, Stanley Baldwin has been to America -and has 
arranged. a settlement of the British Treas~ry's debt to the United 
States Treasury and to the bankers of New York. When the United 
States Treasury has issued script to the New York bankers to the 
amount of the United States' claim on the British Treasury, the 
said bankers will sell these to the investing class of the whole world, 
and the bondholders will have secured a sixty years' claim on the 
British taxpayer guaranteed by the United States Government, a 
claim to be settled, not in £ sterling, which may depreciate very 
rapidly " when Labour rules," but in gold dollars. 

Baldwin has made a contract with American hig·h finance, agree
able not only to the latter, but also to Baldwin's own class, the British 
section of the international bondholding fraternity. Baldwin has, 
it is most important to observe, asked to become his Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, Mr. Reginald McKenna, the chairman of the largest 
of all the British joint stock banks, the Loodon Joint City and 
Midland! Bank. Mr. McKenna has been to America just after Lord 
Balfour wrote a very displeasin~ note concerning the British debt 
to America. Immediately_ on hts return to England, this life-long 
Liberal, formerly Chancellor of the Exchequer in Mr. Asguith's 
Ministr}', went upon the platform of a polittcal meeting addressed 
by Mr. Bonar Law in the City of London. 

Now, passin~ over the Conservative Austen Chamberlain, 
Baldwin has invtted and secured as his second in command Mr. 
McKenna. 

Baldwin and McKenna, the two men who negotiated the contract 
with the American creditors, are to be the two men to administer 
"tranquility " in such a way as to assure "economy," and to make 
sure not only that the creditors get their money, but that British 
finances are so re-organised as to ensure that the debtors have the 
best of the bar~ain so long as the British bourgeoisie maintains con
trol of the Brittsh Government machine. By concerted action alike 
on the economic and the political planes, the banking oligarchy of 
this country, who temporarily lost control of the state apparatus at 
home and the monetary supremacy abroad during the war period, 
when Canadian speculators and Lloyd George captured the helm 
of government, has been winning its way back to its former pre
eminence in the financial City of 'London and the governmental City 
of Westminster. 

The banking oligarchy is determined to consolidate its power at 
home and to prepare to assert once more its prestige abroad. StaBley 
Baldwin is orienting the policy of Britain towards France. Thts 
does not mean that either the problem of the Ruhr or the question 
of the straits and of Mosul is near to a settlement. What it does 
mean is that the triangular contest between Britain, France, and 
the United States for the mastery of steel, coal, and petroleum is 
entering upon another phase. France is in financial difficulties. She 
is being pressed by her creditors, i.e., by the United States. 
American :;teel capitalism has no intention of permitting French 
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high fmance to unite the iron ore of Normandy and Lorraine with 
the coking coal of the Ruhr unless American big business is per
mitted to enter as a participant. 

British high finance knows this, and knows that French high 
finance also knows it. Severally, they are each weaker than the 
American high finance. Together, they are, if weaker in volume 
of money, stronger in the experience of handling in conjunction 
money }X>'\'rer and state p_ower. · 

Alreadr in the near East, a British group comprising Rothschild 
(the ally o " Shell '' oil), Schroeder (the ally of An~lo-Persian oil.), 
and Lloyds Bank (the ally of big Indian interests), has acquired 
from a Swiss bank the reversion of certain German interests m the 
Anatolian (i.e., Bagdad) Railway, which should, normally, have 
passed to France. . 

Following upon this, Venizelos, the political catspaw of Anglo
Hellenic capttahsm, has come to an understanding with Ismet Pasha. 
The latter has waived the Turkish claim to an indemnity. 

Britain and France are drawing together in the East. Britain 
and France will draw together in the Ruhr. Baldwin and McKenna 
are preparing to keep faith with the United States-just as long as 
it pays them to do so! 

The Anti-Communist Inter
national II By R. Page Arnot 

T HE Conference at Hamburg in the last week of May, 
~y which the Second International and the Vienna 
ynion (or Two-an~-a-half Int~rnational) _were fused 
mto a smgle body, ts of great tmportance m the deve
lopment of the working-class struggle. It is of import

ance, but not for the reason given by the fusionists. To them 
Hamburg is the ending of the divisions in the Socialist movement 
caused by the great war; to us it marl\,s the formation of a definitely 
anti-Communist bloc, the clearing away of the confusions caused 
by the wavering centre parties, the paving of the way for fascism in 
every country. 

By all accounts, this Hamburg Conference was very touching. 
Emotion was generated in great quantities. The leaders of the 
Second International, long ago forgetting the quarrels they had had 
as patriotic supporters of the Kaiser on the one hand, and of the 
Entente bourgeoisie on the other, had been sorely vexed by the 
revolt of their pacifist sections during and immediately after the 
war. The faith of Clifford Allen in the wise leadership of Hender
son had been badly shaken: the faith of Hilferding in Noske had 
almost entirely disappeared. But now the Second International 
could use the words of Shakespeare, and say magnanimously of 
Hamburg that it did "unthread the rude eye of rebellion and 
welcome home again discarded faith." On its side the Vienna 
Union, rising to even greater heights of magnanimity was prepared 
to welcome out of the abundance of its pacifism those who had driven 
the workers by millions to be killed. The Holy Spirit moved on the 
face of the waters of the Alster, • and everybody was forgiven by 

* The river of Hamburg. 
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everybody else until seventy times seven : there was complete 
tolerance. 

Nevertheless this complete tolerance was rather like the complete 
religious toleration accorded by Cromwell's Puritans to all religions 
-''except athiests and Catholics." In the same way the complete 
tolerance of the Hamburg Conference does not apply · to the Com
munists, and the rules of the new organisation have been very care
fully drafted so as to secure that they shall never be applicable to 
Communists. 

The differences which divided the pacifists and the Second 
International were only apparent : the real difference was between 
the Communist International and all the others. Thus, the signi
ficance of this Hamburg Conference is its formation of a definitely 
anti-Communist International : everything else is mere words. 

The account of the sessions of the Conference and the preljmi
naries bears this out. First the conditions of summons were such 
as to exclude the Communists. Only those Parties were invited 
to attend which accepted the following conditions:- . 

( 1) The principle of the economic emancipation of the 
workers from capitalist domination as their object, and the 
independent political and industrial section of the workers' 
organisations as the means of realising that obj~t; 

(2) The unity of the International Trade Umon movement 
of Amsterdam as an absolute essential for the realisation of 
that emancipation; 

(3) The resolution of the Hague World Peace Conference, 
1922, on" The Mission of organised Labour in the movement 
of World Peace," as the (resent basis in all action when 
there is imminent danger o war, and recognise the necessity 
of adopting a clear and definite policy to be pursued by the 
workers' movement in case of war; 

(4) Recognise the Labour and Socialist International, not 
only as an effective instrument in peace, but an absolute 
essential during war; . . 

(5) Agree after the formation of a Labour and Socialist 
International not to affiliate to any other political Inter-
national. · · 

Clause 1 means anything or nothing. Clause 4 is the sort of 
death-bed repentance that pleases priests; as the song goes, '' When 
the devil was ill, the devil a monk would be." Clauses 2 and 5 
are directed against the Communist International, and in so far as 
a reference in Clause 3 to the farcical Hague Conference of last year 
has any meaning at all, it is to debar the Bolsheviks because they will 
not stop exposing it as a farce. Not only were the pre-conditions 
of the Conference thus mainly aimed at the Communists, but out of 
all the discussions the one that was marked by a note of passionate 
sincerity was that in which the Communists were cursed, damned, 
and excommunicated. It is impossible, reading the fragmentary 
accounts of the Conference, not to be struck by the whole-hearted 
sincerity of the hatred shown to the Communist International. It 
contrasts with the insincerity of the fundamental paragraph of the 
new Constitution, which is as follows:-

" The Labour and Socialist International (L.S.I.) is a 
union of such parties as accept the principle of the class 
struggle for the economic emancipation of the workers from 
capitalist domination and the establishment of the Socialist 

J 
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Commonwealth as their object, and the independent political 
and industrial action of the workers' organisations as a means 
of realising that object." 

'' Such parties as accept the principle of the class struggle.'' How 
does .th_is square with the repeated declaratio":s ~f the Labou~ Party 
that 1t ts not a class party, or wtth the repudtattons of Manusm by 
its best known leaders? In its total abstention from the class 
struggle at home, and its swallowing the formula of the class 
struggle during its week-end at Hamburg the Labour Party is like · 
some Scotch teetotallers of my acquaintance, who, when at home in 
Glasgow: "Neyer touche~. it!" but were ~rfectly willinE to tipple 
at Brodtck Fatr. The stgmfi.cance of this Hamburg Conferen-ce; 
then, emerges in its anti-Communist character. But to have said 
that is. not an exJ?lanation. It is ne~e~~ t? discover· how it should 
be a.nt1-Commumst, how the many dtvtstons tn the Labour movem~t 
have gradually disappeared or been stopped up, leaving the one big 
gulf between the Communists and t~ anti-Communists. 

To _get this, we must go a. little further back than the emergence · 
of the Vienna Union. The question is that of the most fundamental 
division first showing itself in debate, and secondly in Party organ
isation. It is the difference between those who believe in co-operation, 
however partial, however temporary, but still co-operation, with the 
bourgeois State and those who will have nothing to do with the 
capitalist State. That difference emerged at the InternatiOilal 
Socialist Con~ress held at Amsterdam in 1904· A well-known 
French socialtst had taken part in the formation of a French radical 
cabinet. He claimed that his action was perfectly consistent with a 
socialist standpoint, or (since the word Socialist is now used to 
justify any and every activity) let us put it that he frankly endea
voured to ;·ustify his action on the ground that it was in the true 
interests o the proletariat. The matter was debated in France in 
1903; it was brought up at the International Socialist Congress in 
1904· Jaures, Bebel, Kautsky and all the others discussed it, and in 
the end it was decided that the action of that French socialist was 
opposed to the interests of the working class. The name of that 
French Socialist was Alexandre Millerand: he is now head of the 
capitalist State in France. 

Further, it was laid down that no socialist must enter a coalition 
with the bourgeois parties. But the decision went deeper than the 
mere question of joming this or that ministry. It was the division 
between those who believed in working with the capitalist state and 
those who, believing the State to be the Executive Committee of the. 
capitalist class, would have no truck with it. It is true that the 
poison within the Second International was even then at work, the 
poison which consisted in adding clause after clause to resolutions 
until they became perfectly meamngless, and so could not possibly 
offend anyone. Therefore this decision was hedged about with 
clauses which allowed for exceptions, but the actual decision does 
not matter : the important thing is that the two fundamentally con
flicting conceptions of socialism were brought to an issue. 

It was therefore but as a pendant to this resolution on working 
class independence that the Congresses of Stuttgart (1907), Copen
ha~en (1910), and Basle (1912) passed and repassed the resolutions 
de lining the attitude of the Socialist parties in the case of a European 
war. The outbreak of the war, however, concealed for a time the 
fundamental differences. The line of cleavage was between those 
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who supported their Governments, making timely use of the excep
tional clauses in the 1904 resolution in order to enter coalitions, 
become ministers and effective recruitin~ agents on the one side, and 
on the other those who being tinged wtth Cobdenite pacifism would 
not support their Government in a war, together, of course, with the 
minority who remained faithful to the resolutions of the International 
capitalist resolution and would have no truck with the bourgeois on 
any action. The lines of division occurring in this manner it was 
some little time before the true differences began to appear. At the 
Zimmerwald Conference of September, 1915, the cry was not for 
peace through socialism and social revolution, but simply for peace, 
peace without annexations and without indemnities, peace at once 
and peace at any price. The succeeding Conference of anti-war 
socialists held in April, 1916, at Kienthal made the distinction plain. 
The language of the resolutions is clear. Not only are the :patriotic 
socialists denounced, but the futility of bourgeois pactfism is 
exposed, and the hope of any real peace under capitalism is declared 
to be an illusion; the only peace that endures will come with the 
triumph of socialism. The triumph of socialism is, therefore, the 
only urgent question. 
· Already we see the outlines of the Third International gleaming; 
already the complete betrayal of the workers by the chiefs of the 
Second International has made it clear that the new International, 
if it is to start clean and honest must not include any of these dis
credited traders and bankrupt merchants. 

At the same time as the Versailles Conference, a Socialist Con
ference is held at Basle: that Conference is like the marionette 
players. The Entente Socialists raise the question of Germany's 
,guilt 3:t the. same time a~ Monsieur ~lemenceau and others a:re 
preachmg on the same subJeCt at Versatlles, and the Germa-n Soctal 
Democratic Party replies to the same. purpose as, a few months later, 
did Count Brockdorff Rantzau at Versailles. In the best manner of 
the Big Four dictating to the defeated Central Empires, it was 
laid down that future congresses should have as a main item on their 
agenda the question of the responsibility for the war; the second 
main item which it was decided should be discussed was the question 
of Democracy. A resolution was passed which contained the telling 
phrase :- · · •· · 

"A society more and more permeated with socialism (the Fabian 
touch) cannot be realised, much less permanently established, unle5s 
it rests upon triumphs of DEMOCRACY and has rooted in the 
principles of liberty. " 

We are back again it is clear to the year 1776, and the American 
Declaration of Independence that preceded and guaranteed the 
white terrors of capitalism of the United States. To the resolution 
on Democracy the answer was given in the next·month, .March, 1919, 
in the " Thesis on Bourgeois Democracy and Proletarian Dictator
ship," the first pronouncement of the newly-formed Communist 
International. The ambiguities of the pre-war International were 
past; the possibility of contradictory views existing in the same 
organisation no longer survived : it had led to the bloodshed of 
1914. Against those who had insisted on fulfilling the 1904 reso
lution against co-operation with the bourgeoisie, there was uttered 
the shibboleth of Democracy and liberty by the war-mongers, who 
(to do them justice), never failed to say that it was for these things 
they were fighting Qr inducing other~ to fi.ght. The challenre was 
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taken up, and the nature of ~urgeios democracy an~ . bogus li~ty, 
examined and exposed. It IS no wonder that the Jingo Soctahsts 
have now formed an anti-Communist International. 

The call of the Third lnternationtl was at once responded to. 
Movement was felt amongst the workers, everywhere the leaders were 
forced to make the appearance of a move towards the new Inter
national. Inside such parties as the French Socialist Party, the 
German Independent Socialist Party, the I.L.P., the response of 
the working class elements was unmistakable. The leaders, however, 
hesitated . They stated that they were anxious to have a re-con
structed international on a wider basis than that laid down in the 
Manifesto of the Third International. They wanted something, 
as the I.L.P. put it, which would leave the national sections complete 
autonomy, by which I understand it meant liberty to accept the 
class-struggle in international congresses and to repudiate it at home. 
In Germany, in France, and in other countries during the next 
eighteen months the majority of the parties, including nearly all 
the working class elements, went over to fhe Communist Inter
national. 

It might have been thought that the adherence of the majority 
of these parties to the Communist International settled the question. 
No, curiously enough, it was immediately after the adhesion of the 
majority of these parties that the remainder set themselves to build 
up an International which would neither be the Second International 
nor the Third International, and which approximately received the 
name of the Two-and-a-Half. Before they began it was predicted 
that they were a ~ort of astral body, te_mporarily deta~hed from 
the Second Internattonal, and that whtle thts astral body mt~ht roam 
for a time through the ether in quest of its ideal of cosmtc unity, 
it was bound sooner or later to return to the vile cotpus, from which 
it was but an emanation. They carried on this sptritualistic trickery 
for a couple of years, at the end of which, they suddenly re-united 
with the jingo Socialists, cryine- as they did so, " At last we have 
the one united International." 

No doubt some of them really deceived themselves. Socialists 
brought up in the atmoSphere of Imperialistic Britain are naturally 
adepts at the art of self-deception. One can imagine Charles 
Buxton, or better still, Clifford. Allen, as Sir Galahad in search of 
the Holy Grail of International Unity. Again and again they 
cross the misty seas, again and again they return defeated, but still 
hopeful. At last one fine May-day, in the year of our Saviour 
nineteen-hundred-and-twenty-three, they come sailing over the sea 
from Germany and spread the glad tidings that they have found 
the Holy Grail : and the faith and fervour of Sir Galahad is so 
strong that no one has the courage to break it to him that what he 
has got is not the Holy Grail of Joseph of Arimathea, but simply 
a batterered old pint pot from the tavern of the Second International. 

The object of spiritualists, like other charlatans, is to fool the 
populace, and holy legends, like that of Sir Galahad, have often 

.bemu~e~ a people in the past and helped to keep it from revolt. 
Here It ts that we find the reason for the existence of the Two-and
a-Half. After-the war, within a few short months, as the workers 
began to realise their conditions, the chiefs of the Second lnter
n~tiona~ \Vith their policies and reformist illusions, were hopelessly 
d1scr~Ited . Fot nearly three years after the .armistice the masses 
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were still in a revolutionary mood. What is more, that mood was 
growing and spreading ever wider. At the beginning large numbers 
of the workers were sunk in slumber, lulled by the promises of the 
Second International, made when they were members of Govern
ments and Royal Ministers; with the end of the war, and even 
before it in some cases, the trustfulness of the masses passed 
away. Very quickly it became clear that nothing would hold them 
back from following a revolutionary lead, or at any rate, from 
following those who spoke in revolutionary phrases, whether they 
meant it or not. The old magics were stale: reformism was seen 
through as an illusion : the overthrow of capitalism was recognised 
as the only solution that would be lasting. It was at this point 
that the Centre Parties, the Parties whose leaders afterwards formed 
the Two--and-a-Half, began to talk wild, began to pass most revo
lutionary resolutions, began to invent special red pigments and paint 
themselves all over. The German Independent Socialists in 
December, 1919, at their Leipsig Congress, declared for Workers' 
Councils and also for the dictatorship of the proletariat. It was all 
camouflage, of course, but the workers were not to know that. 
Nothing could be more scathing than the references of some of the 
Two-and-a-Half people to the Second International. They referred 
to it with opprobrious epithets, and even as late as December, 1920, 
the manifesto of the preliminary meeting of the Two-and~a-Half 
referred to the " so called Second International " as the " only 
obstade to the unity of the working class." More than that, the 
I.L.P. set about revisin~ its obsolete constitution, and in proof of 
its modernity called in Mr. G. D. H. Cole to help. The months 
from the signature of the Versailles Treaty to the spring of 1922 
were I?assed in the most desperate and revo~utionary ~anner. Swash
buckling speeches were made by the Centnsts, and m return for the 
swashbuckling speeches the bourceois Governments handed out some 
transient concessions. The working class, ()r parts of it, stilled 
by these conoessions, rejoiced that they hacJ followed the tact_ics 
of the Two--and-a-Half and not run after the men of Moscow, who 
were so dangerous, so divorced from common sense, so unaware of 
political conditions in this country (whichever country it was), so 
narrow in their views. 

When the tide turned, when the capitalist offensive begun, their 
work was •finished. First their tone changed into one of much 
greater conciliation; secondly, the concessions they had · won were 
taken away again by the capitalists (for example, Trade Boards 
Extension, Mines Act, etc.); and finally, under the stress of the 
capitalist offensive, the revolutionary mood of the workers and 
the concessions that bought off that revolutionary mood having 
both disippeared, the Two-and-a-Half International quietly dis
appeared also. It was gathered to its forefathers, ·its forefathers 
of the Second International.· Deceiving or self-deceived (it does 
not greatly matter which) it ha'd served the capitalists in their hour 
of need. This was the historic r8le of the Two-and-a-Half Inter-
national. . . .. 

But the importance of th~ recent Conference was not so ·riiuch 
in its organisation of the anti-Communist forces within the working 
class as such, or in the fitting ending that it gave to the meteoric 
career of the Two-and-a-half,. but in its relv.tion to the men~ of 
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the capitalist offensive. It is by its alteration of the factors in the 
class struggle that the Hamburg Conference is really important. 

Let us for a moment consider the position of the enemy. The 
Bourgeoisie, like the socialists of the Second International, has foi 
five long years hoped for normalcy, for tranquillity, for a return of 
the good old peaceful days and so on. · Every disturbance, every 
uprising, everything that would tell an experienced observer that he 
was on the verge of a volcano, tells them simply nothing: All these 
things are so many isolated instances, and to none more so than to 
the journalists and pundits of the new Labour and Socialist Inter
national. " If only Monsieur Poincare were defeated," they si~h, 
or,." If onlv the President of the U.S.A. would authorise a bilhon 
credits to ~urope.'' or, "Now that Mr. Lloyd George has gone, 
if only Lord Robert Cecil would "--; so they go on. But after 
five years of these hopes, some amongst the bourgeoisie are beginning 
to doubt if the world can be set right so .easily. The times are rather 
out of joint, they feel, and drastic must be the remedy. They find 
on the one hand an anarchy of production which has led to the crisis 
of unemployment that continually threatens future wars, struggles 
for the markets and " yards of mud between two blades of grass." 
Against this they have no remedy. Their spells and incantations, 
their armed forces and their aeroplane squadrons, their . hoarded 
gold and their printing ·presses are all of no avail. On the other 
hand they feel that their trouble comes from the movements and 
uneasy stirring of the subject classes against them. 1£ the weapons 
of persuasion, religious dope, class education and newspaper propa
ganda have no effect, then repression must be used. Is not repres
sion used already? it may be asked. Indeed it is, but legal repres
sion in these days is not enough. The learned professors read in 
their books that the repressive laws of the Spartans against their 
Helots were not enough to ensure the saf~ty of the State, and that 
therefore divers of tlie Lacedeamonian young men were licensed to 
walk abroad and put to death any Helot they might fin.d. A lesson. 
like that can be very easily applied: and Fascism is the result. It 
has begun in Ita.Iy; 1t has spread to Poland andHungary and Yugo
Slavia; there are signs of it in France, and it has its backers in this 
country. It ·has sprung up in various forms in America, and even 
in Japan, where there might seem but little need of it-so complete 
is .the domination of the rulin~ class. It has begun. Before the next 
election in France, Fascism wlll be tried, while the whole policy of the 
Entente towards Germany is to destroy the " Jew Republic," as 
they call it, and introduce a monarchist, Fascist, re-action to seize 
power. Exit the new German State and the pale shadow of 
socialisation, of which the Second International was once so proud. 

As Fascis~ sprea~s, everything g17ts ready for a grand final· 
assault on Sov1et Russ1a. Even as I wnte, the news comes through 
that sixty Japanese Communists have been arrested on a char~e 
of " conspiring to set up a Communist Party." As Marcel Cachm 
was arrested by the Ruhr-mon~er Poincare, so the arrest of these 
Japanese Communists 'Yill be u~1lised to prevent a 1radt; A~reement 
between Japan and Sov1et Russ1a. The European s1tuabon 1s black; 
the world situation is blacker still. 

The formation of the Labour and Socialist International paves 
¢c way to Fascism. Firearms Acts may be put in force against the 
workers: nothing disarms the workers so completely or heartens the 
WQul4-be Fastiits so muc:;h as the Labour and Socialist Intem~tional 
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Do we see any sign of it in this country? The answer is in the 
affirmative. In the spring of this year there was every sign of a 
Labour revolt. The mood of despair amongst the workers was 
passing away. The Times, which knows its England, was saying 
gloomily that the country was in for the biggest industrial struggles 
it had ever faced. The builders, the agricultural workers, the miners, 
the shipbuilders, all these, and many more, were on the move. 
Where 1s that revolt now, what has smothered it? . Everyone has 

· forgotten the gloomy anticipations of the governing class; and what 
·has smothered it? It was the combination of the l:abour machine 
with the bourgeois machine: the sleept!r was awakening, everything 

·had to be done to keep him quiet. · Thus, while Fascism is being 
prepared behind the scertes the stage is set for Fascism by the com
plete organisation of the Labour forces o£ Western Europe und~r the 
constitutionalist banner. It effectually does disahn the workers. 
Apart from those led by the Communists, the workers put up no 
resistance,J'hysical or moral. When the British Mussolini is given 
his cue an steps on to the stage, he will be able to say that it was 
" a bloodless revolution." 

.Trotsky ._ By: ~·arl Radek 

H !STORY has prepared our party >for various tasks. 
However defective our state machinery or our economic 
activity may be, still the whole past of the· party has 

psychologically prepared it for the work of cr-eating a 
new order of economics. and a new state apparatus. 

History has even prepared us for diplomacy. It is scarcely necessary 
to ntention that world politics have-always occupied the minds of 
Marxists. But it was the endless negotiations with the Mensheviki 
that perfected our diplomatic technics; and it was du.ring these old 
struggles that comrade Chicherin learned to draw · tip diplomatic: 
notes. But we are just beginning to learn the circle of economics. 
Our state machinery creaks and groans. But in one thing we have 
been eminently successful-in our Red Army. Its creator, its ·central 
will, ·is comrade L. D. Trotsky. Old General Moltke, the creator of 
the German ami.y, often spoke of the danger that the pen of the 
diplomatists might spoil the work of the soldier's sabre. Warriors 
the world over, though there were classical authors among them, 
have always opposed the pen to the sword. The history of prole
tarian revolution shows how the pen may be re-forged into a sword. 
Trotsky is one of the best writers of world soctalism, but these 
literary !1-dvantag~s did not prevent him .from becoming the leader, 
the leadmg orgamser of the first proletanan army. The pen of the 
best publicist of the revolution was re-forged into a sword . 
. . T~e liter~ture of scientific so~ialism helped comrade Trotsky but 

httle m solvmg the problems winch confronted the party when it was 
threatened by world imperialism. If we look through the whole of 
pre-~ar socialist literature, we find-with the ex.ceptlon. of a ~ew 
little-known works by Engels, some chapters m Antt-Diihrmg 
devot~d ,to the development of ~trategy, and some chapters in 
Mehrm.g s excellent book on Lessmg, devoted to the war activity of 
Fredenck the Great--only four works on military subjects: August 
Bebel's pamphlet on militia, Gaston Moch's book on militia, the two 
volumes of war history by Schulz, and the book by Jaures, devoted 
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to the .propaganda of the idea of the militi~ in Fr:ance. ~ith ~e 
exception of the books of Schulz and J aures, whtch possess htgh 
value, everything whJch socialist literature ha~ publis~ed on military 
subjects since Engel s death has been bad dtlettantJsm. But ":ven 
these works by Schulz and J aures afforded no reply to the questions 
with.which the Russian revolution was confronted. Schulz's book 
surveyed the development of . the forms of strategy and military 
organisations for tnany centuries back. It was an attempt at the 
application of the Marxian methods of histoncal research, and clos~d 
with the .Napoleonic period. Jaures' book-full of brilliance and 
sparkl.~ows his complete familiarity with the problems of .miljta:ry 
orgamsatto?, but suffers.from the func;lamental fault .that tht~ttft~d 
.representative of reformts~ was anxtous to make of th~ capt~ahst 
army an instrument . of national defence, and to release 1t from the 
function of defending the class interests of the bourgeoisie. ·;He, 
therefore! failed ~o grasp the tendency of d~velopm.ent of milit~rism, 
and earned the tdea of democracy ad absurdum m the question of 
war .. into the question of the army. , 

I do not know in how far comrade Trotsky occupied himself 
l:>efore the war with questions of military science. I believe that he 
did not gain his gifted· insight into these questions from books·, but 
received his impetus m this direction at the time when he was acting 
as conesfondent in the Balkan war, this final rehear,;al of the great 
war. It ts probable that he deepened his knowledge of war technics 
and of the mechanism of the army, during his sojourn in France 
(d~uing the war) from where he sent his b~lliant war sketch~s to the 
Kzev Thoughts. It may be seen from thts work how magmficently 
he grasped the spirit of the army. The Marxist Trotsky saw not 

. only the external discipline of the army, the cannon, the technics, 
but he saw the iiving human beings who serve the instruments of war, 
he saw the sprawling charge on the field of battle. Trotsky is the 
author of the first pamphlet giving a detailed analysis of the causes 
of the decay of the International. Even in face of this great decay 
Trotsky did not lose his faith in the future of socialism; on the 
contrary, he was profoundly convinced that all those qualities which 
the bourgeoisie endeavours to cultivate in the uniformed proletariat, 
for the purpose of securing its own victory, will soon tum against 
the Bourgeoisie, and will serve not only as the foundation of the 
revolution, but also of revolutionary armies. One of the most 
remarkable documents of his comprehension of the class structure of 
the army, and of the spirit of the army, is the speech which be
l believe ~t the First .Soviet Congress and in the Petrograd Workers' 
and Soldters'. Counctl-on Kerensky's July attack. In this speech 
T~o.tsky predtcted the collapse of. the attack, no.t only on technical 
mtht~~y grounds, but o?, the ~~sts of the poUtzcal analysis of the 
condthon of the army. You -and here he addressed himself to 
the Mensheviki and the S.R. 's-" demand from the Government 
a revisio~ of t~e aims of the war. .In doing so you tell the army that 
the old atms, m ~hose naz.nes Tzansm and the bourgeoisie demanded 
unhec;trd of sacnfices, dtd not correspond to the interests of the 
Russi~~ peasantry li!ld Russian proletariat. You have not attained 
a revtston of the atms of the war. You have created nothing to 
replace the Tzar and the fatherland, and yet you demand of the 
arm>: that it shed its blood for t~is noth~ng. We ·Gannot fight for 
nothmg, and your adventure wtll end m collapse." The secret 
of Trotsky's greatness as organiser of the Red army lies in this 
attitude of his towards the question. 
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All great military writers emphasise the tremendously decisive 
significance of the moral factor in war. One-half of Clausevitz's 
great book is devoted to this question, and the whole of our victory 
in the civil war is due to the circumstance that Trotsky knew how to 
apply this science or the significance of the moral factor in war to 
reality. When the old Tzarist army went to pieces, the minister of 
war of the Kerensky Government, Verchovsky, proposed that the 
older military classes be discharged, the military .authorities ~ind 
the front partly reduced, and the army reorgamsed by the mtro
duction of fresh young elements. When we seized power, and the 
trenches emptied, many of us made the same proposition. But this 
idea was the purest Utopia. It was impossible to replace the flying 
Tzarist army with fresh forces . These two waves would have 
crossed and divided each other. The old army had to be completely 
dissolved; the riew army could only be bullt up on the alarm sent 
out by Soviet Russia to the workers and peasants, to defend the 
conquests of the revolution. 

When, in April, 1918, the best Tzarist officers who remained in 
the army after our victory, met together for the purpose of working 
out, in conjunction with our comrades and some mihtary representa
tives of the Allies, the plan of organisation for the army, Trotsky 
listened to their plans-! have a clear recollection of this scene-in 
silence for several days. These were the plans of people who did 
not compreh~nd the upheav~l going on beforE: their eyes. Every _one 
of them rephed to the question of how an army was to be organised 
on the old pattern. They did not grasp the metamorphosis wrought 
in the human material upon which the army is based. How the war 
experts laughed at the first voluntary troops organised by comrade 
Trotsky in his capacity of Commissary of War I Old Borisov, one 
of the best Russian military writers, assured those Communists with 
whom he was obliged to come in contact, time and again, that 
nothing would come of this undertaking, that the army could only 
be built up on the basis of general conscription, and maintained by 
iron discipline. He did not grasp that the volunteer troops were 
the secure foundation pillars upon which the structure was to be 
erected, and that the masses of peasants and workers could not 
possibly be rallied around the flag of war !lgain unless the broad 
masses were confronted by deadly danger. Without believing for a 
single moment that the volunteer army could save Russia, Trotsky 
organised it as an apparatus which he required for the creation of a 
new army. 

But Trotsky's organising genius and his boldness of thought 
are even more clearly expressed in his courageous determination to 
utilise the war specialists for creating the army. Every good 
Marxian is fully aware that in building up a ,good economic appara
tus we still require the aid of the old capitalist organisations. Lenin 
defended this proposition with the utmost decision in his April 
speech on the tasks of the Soviet power. In the mature circles of the 
party the idea is not contested. But the idea that we could create 
an instrument for the defence of the republic, an army, with the aid 
of the Tzarist officers-encountered obstinate resistance. Who could 
think of re-arming the white officers who had just been disarmed ? 
Thus, many comrades questioned. I remember a discussion on this 
question amon_g the editors of the Communist, the organ of the 
so-called left Communists, in which the question of the employment 
of staff officers nearly led to a split. And the editors of this paper 
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were the best schooled theoreticians and practicians of the party. 
It suffices. to mention the names of Bukharin, Ossonski, Lomov, 
W. Yakovlev. There was even greater distrust among the broad 
circles of our military comrades, recruited for our military organisa
tions during the war. The mistrust of our military functionaries 
could only be allayed, their agreement to the utilisation of the kn<?W
ledge possessed by the old officers could only bt! won, by the bumm .. g 
faith of TrQtsky in our social force, th~ be~ief that. we could ~bt~in 
from the wa.r experts the benefit of thetr science, Without per~Ittlng 
them to force their politics U{>On us; the belief that the revolutton~y 
watchfulnes~ of the prog.resstve workers would enable them to over.:. 
come.any counter-revolutionary attempts made by the staff officers. 
· In order to emerge victorious, it was necessary for the army 
to be headed by a man of iron will, and for this man to possess not 
only the full confidence of the party, but the ability of subjugating 
with his iron will the enemy who is forced to serve us. But comrade 
Trotsky has not only succeeded in subordinating to his energy even 
the highest staff officers, he has attained more : he has succeeded in 
winning the confidence of the. best elements among the war experts, 
and in converting them from enemies to Soviet Russia to its most 
profoundly convinced followers. I witnessed one such victory of 
Trotsky's at the time of the Brest negotiations. The officers who 
had accompanied us to Brest-Litovsk maintained a more than 
reserved attitude towards us. They fulfilled their role as experts 
with the utmost condescension, in the opinion that they were attend
ing a comedy which merely served to cover a business transaction 
long smce arranged between the Bolsheviki and the German Govern
ment. But the manner in which Trotsky conducted the struggle 
against German imperialism, in the name of the principles of the 
Russian revolution, forced every human being present in the assembly 
room to feel the moral and spiritual victory of this eminent repre
sentative of the Russian proletariat. The mistrust of the war experts 
towards us vanished in proportion to the development of the great 
Brcst-Litovsk drama. How clearly I recollect the night when 
Admiral Alvater-who had since died-one of the leading officers of 
the old army, who began to help Soviet Russia not from motives of 
fear, but of conscience, entered my room and said: " I came here 
because you forced me to do so. I did not believe you; but now I 
shall help you, and do my work as ne,·er before, in the profound 
conviction that I am serving the fatherland." 

It is one of Trotzky's greatest victories that he has been able to 
impart the conviction that the Soviet Government really fights for 
the welfare of the Russian people, even to such people who have 
come over to us from hostile camps on compulsion only. It goes 
without saying that this great victory on the inner front, this moral 
victory over the enemy, has been the result not only of Trotzky's 
iron energy which won for him universal respect; not only the result 
of the deep moral force, the high degree of authority even in military 
spheres, which this socialist writer and people's tribune, who was 
placed by the will of the revolution at the head of the army, has 
been able to win for himself; this victory has also required the 
self-denial of tens of thousands of our comrades in the army, an 
iron •discipline in our own ranks, a constant striving towards our 
aims; it has also required the miracle that those masses of human 
beings who only ycsten.lay fled from the battlefield, take up arms 
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again to-day, under much more dtfftcult conditions, for the defence 
of the country. 

That these politico-psychological mass factors played an 
important role is an undeniable fact, but the strongest, most concen
trated, and striking expression of this influence is to be found in 
the personality of 'frotzky. Here the Russian revolution has acted 
through the brain, the nervous system, and the heart of its greatest 
representative. When our first armed trial began, with Czecho
Slovakia, the party, and with it its leader T rotzky, showed how 
the principle of the political campaign-as already taught by 
Lassalle-could be applied to war, to the fight with " steel argu
ments." We concentrated all material and moral forces on the 
war. The whole party had gra!;iped the necessity of this. But this 
necessity also finds its highe~t expression in the steel figure of 
Trotzky. After our victory over Denikin in M~rch, 1920, Trotzky 
said, at the party conference: " We have plundered the whole of 
Russia in order to conquer the Whites.'' In these words we again 
fmd the unparalleled concentration of will required to ensure the 
victory. We needed a man who was the embodiment of the war-cry, 
a man who became the tocsin sounding the alarm, the will demand
ing from one and a:ll an unqualified subordination to the great 
bloody necessity. 

It was only a man who works like Trotzky, a man who spares 
himself as little as Trotzky, who can speak to the soldiers as only 
Trotzky can-it was only such a man who could be the standard 
bearer of the armed workmg people. He has been everything in one 
person. He has thought out the strategic advice given by the experts 
and has combined it with a correct estimate of the proportions of 
social forces; he knew how to unite in one movement the impulses of 
fourteen fronts, of the ten thousand communists who informed head
quarters as to what the real army is and how it is possible to operate 
with it; he understood how to combine all this in one strategic plan 
and one scheme of organization. And in all this splendid work he 
understood better than anyone else how to apply the science of 
the significance of the moral factor in war. 

This combination of strategist and military organizer with the 
politician is best characterized by the fact that during the whole of 
this hard work Trotzky appreciated the importance of DemJan Bedny 
(communist writer), or of the artist Moor (who draws most of the 
political· caricatures for the communist papers, posters, etc.) for the 
war. Our army was an army of peasants, and the dictatorship of 
the proletariat with regard to the army, that is, the leading of this 
peasants' army by workers and by representatives of the working 
class, was realized in the personality of Trotzky and in the comrades 
co-operating with him. Trotzky was able, with the aid of the whole 
apparatus of our party, to impart to the peasants' army, exhausted 
by t~e war, the profoundest conviction that it was fighting in its 
own mterests. 

Trotzky worked with the whole party in the work of forming 
the Red Army. · He would not have fulfilled his task without the 
party. But without him the creation of the Red Army, and its 
victories, would have demanded infinitely greater sacrifices. Our 
party will go down to history as the first proletarian party which 
succeeded in creating a great army, and this bright page in the 
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history of the Russian Revolution will always be bound up with 
the name of Leo Davidovitch Trotzky, with the name of a man whose 
work and deeds will claim not only the love, but also the scientific 
study of the young generation of workers preparing to conquer the 
whole world. 

The Crisis 
Communist 

of the 
Party 

French 
• 

BY P. VAILLANT.COUTURIER 

[In this country it is almost pathetic to read the statements, 
written by f . Longue!, regarding the collapse of the French 
Socialist Party. Like other white-washers of the Second Inter
national, Longuet attem.IJtB to explain away the cowardice and 
ineptitude of his own Party by blaming the Communists for 
having wrecked it. The following article explains not only the 
weakness of such persons as Longue/; it also shows wh11 the 
French Communist Party had to deal with certabt elements wlzich 
entered it, and who were unable to divest themselves of what has 
always bun the prevailing weakness of the French Labour move
ment.-ED. OF COMMUNIST REVIEW.] 

PRE-WAR SOCJALISM. T 0 understand well the extent and gravity of the present 
crisis,¥ one must go back a very long way, even to the 
origin of the French Movement. One must re-examine 
piece by piece, stone by stone, this astonishing mosaic of 
parties and doctrines which from Gracchus Baboeuf to 

Jean J aures has constituted the under-structure of the Communist • 
Par!Y. 

First of all let us affirm once more that the whole of the French 
revolutionary tradition is essentially bourgeois. Thus, the word 
revolution finds in the French Party, more than elsewhere, contra
dictory interpretations, and enthusiasms of varied qualities. 

Side by side with the scientific Marxist assertions of the " Mani
festo " we have the survival of Utopian Socialism dimming the 
notion of class, we have men of the International brought into power 
by a Nationalist Commune which founders in the most sympathetic 
and powerless humanitarianism, we have Blanquism disconcerting 
violence because of the check ·to its own adventures, and we have the 
proletariat and the petit bourgeoisie disputing over the conquest 
of Parliamentary places, a whole gamut of socialist sects from the 
" possibilistes " to the intransigent Guesdists, and we have finally 
the ministerialists provoking by the excess of their immodesty the 
awakening of anti-Parliamentary syndicalism. 

* N. B.-The article from which these lines are adopted was written 
at the end of November. Shortly afterwards the Fourth Congress formu
lated the means of solving the Party Crisis, and the Executive decisions 
were adopted unanimously by the Delegates of all the fractions at the 
Congress, and later by the National Council of the Party. A few freemasons 
and bourgeois intellectuals " resisted," but were either expelled or resigned. 
These included Frossard. The purging of the Party of these elements has 
now definitely ended the crisis.-Translator. 
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,With the unity of 1905 the Socialist Party bec~e the conflux of 
all these different elements. It was the confusion of all these 
currents streams or rivers into a vast democratic morass infested 
with th~ spirit of J acobinism, banded together for electoral suc
cesses, and which would have appeared no more than a badly-welded 
combination of various fractions, had it not been for the moral force 
of J aures. The subtle and constantly renewed genius of J aures 
ama,lgamates these elements, moulds them, directs them. In contra
diction sometimes with some of them, he speaks in the name of all. 
The force of his personality is imposed on the spirit of the whole 
party. The par~y, it is J aur~s, and his radi~tion allows. only ~a.ver
ing flames to exist a:roun~ him. . Engulfed m dem?Cratu;: Socialis~, 
Vail~t succumbs, m splte of his formulce resoundmg with t~e equ.t
voc-ations of social peace. Guesde, embarked on reform.tsm, Is 
already far away from his controversy- on the two methods . . . 
Herve has evolved .... The party, a prisoner of Jaures' genius, 
beComes thoroughly parliamentarised; J aures does not escape the 
bourgeois influence of the French revolution. His is the last and 
most vivacious kick against it. It Is the very feebleness of the bour
geois resistance which makes this possible. The sickly bourgeois 
degeneration · indeed contaminates Socialism to the very marrow 
attaining its most proven leaders. 

Internally it is a question of conciliating the class struggle with 
the exigencies of the great republican family. They try to make a 
good republic to suppress abuses, to realise Socialism from day to 
day. Constantly in diplomatic relations with the anti-clerical 
parties, Socialism-about which Millerand, when he was its uncon
tested leader, remarked, " It should be afraid to have fear"
appeared nothing more than the left appendix of bourgeois demo
cracy, the pendulum necessary for the Parliamentary equilibrium 
of the presidents of the council. Externally, it is a question of con
ciliating the International with the exigencies of national defence. 
Jaures, the inspirer of the foreign policy of the French Party, while 
denouncing " these honest pretexts " which the imperialists would 
use like fig-leaves to hide the shame of the reasons for their war, 
writes The New Army, congratulates the Franco-British and Anglo
Russian ententes as a victory for peace, maintains in spite of the 
sceptical jeers of Sembat, the distinction between offensive and defen
sive wars ... . Rosa Luxemberg preaches in front of him in the 
desert. The Second International divided between its inter
nationalism and the particularism of its sections, was preparing its 
own failure. J aures, in a world bristling with the bayonets of rival 
trusts, .has faith i_n hu~an ~dealism, in persuasion, in the triu~ph 
of the JUSt cause, m arbitratiOn. . . . Jules Guesde, who some time 
befqre said : " In defending bourgeois civilisation you do the work 
of Penelope." Jules Guesde, who wrote a propos the Fourth Peace 
Congress : " It is a congress of madmen ! " Jules Guesde associates 
himself with the politics of the Socialist group. It is the debacle of 
revolutionary :Marxism. A hundred Socialist deputies elected in 
1914 bear down on the Palais-Bourbon like hornets on a promising 
hive. It is just this " practical orientation of French Socialism " 
that M. de Bulow, overwhelmed by its compliments, carries off. 
The party wishes for peace and social justice, but there is no way 
of imposing them other than the bourgeois Parliament. 

G. Sorel, examining in his " Reflexions sur la Violence," the 
situation of the unified party already wrote in 1go6: 
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11 It seems that two a<:cidents are _alone capable of stopping this 

movement. A great foreign war which could retemper the enersy, 
and which in any case would doubtless! y lead to power men havmg 
the will to.govern, or a great extension of proletarian violence which 
would make the bourgeois understand revolutionary reality-and 
make them disgusted with humanitarian platitudes ..... " 
FROM WAR SOCIALISM TO THE .RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. 

These two conditions wer<! precisely realised during the period 
19!4-1917. Jaures is assassin~ted while endeavouring by visits and 
obJurgation to stop on the bnnk of a dangerous slope the already 
commencing war. . 

The party, quite prepared for the Socialism of collaboration, 
throws itself headlong into the " Defense N ationale." · The syn
dicalism of Jouhaux follows hurriedly· in its footsteps. Malvy 
sacrifices his " Camet B," whose existence is no longer justified. 
The idea of class remains without force in front of the democratic 
sacred Union. Deprived of Jaures' genius, Jauresism continues, 
becoming confusionism. The " infimes " of whom Raymond 
Lefebvre spoke, were to 11 execute a military marking-time around 
his tomb.'' One night, the 4th August, class antagonisms are 
brought about and it is the proletariat that is duped .... ·All the 
old stories of the revolutionary terminology of '93 come into fashion 
again in this " country in danger." The language of the Socialist 
sections is that of the Club des Cordeliers. The report of the 
Parliamentary group at the 1916 Congress commenced with the epic 
words: " Since by the cnminal will of the Central Empires, Europe 
has been inundated in torrents of blood, the French Socialist Party 
is about to unite in congress for the second time." The insignificant 
lawyers of the house ape the procurators of the convention .... Shut 
up in the Parliament, with their ministers participating in the 
GoYcrnment, the Parliamentary Socialists formulated the laws in a 
rump party. The moral preparation of the war by the capitalists has 
fully succeeded. Nationalism and Chauvinism, which are masked in 
genera} terms, ravage the party from t?P to bottom, induce its masses 
to resign themselves to massacre, dishonour the leaders by asso
ciating them with the crime, and with its diplomatic extension; 
o~c.ial ?ocialism bec~nnes the acco~plic~ of the mighty Government. 
Mihtansm, censorshtp, courts martial, It accepts 'them all. 

Alone, in the back_gn;mud, a tiny grol!p of men resist. Coming 
from all shades of Socialtsm and syndtcaltsm, they groupthemselves 
around Monatte at the Quay Jemmapes. There Merrheim elbows 
Rosmer, and Raymond Lefebvre meets Trotsky. 

Around the nucleus of the Vie Ouvfiefe is organised the "Com
mittee for the Resumption of International Relations " movement. 

Hunted down by the leaders, threatened with exclusion at every 
Socialist Congress, Zimmerwaldians and Kienthalians organise 
clandestine propaganda, at the same time pacifist and revolutionary. 

The engineering and metal workers' unions, in which are 
accumulated men released from the front, are won over. The front 
itself, exasperated by the length of the war, takes to pacifism, and 
in May-June, 1917, even partially rebels against the strong 
Government. 

Trotsky, expelled, after a voyage in Spain and America, returns 
to Russia with the first revolution. 

Over there, at the same time as the French Party, which had 
united, mixed the be~t with the worst, seasoning it with insipid 
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democratic sauce, in 1917 the. left wing of. the Russian . Party had learnt some decisive precepts m the revolutionary expenence of the 
Winter Palace. 

In 1914 the Bolshevik Party had plainly refused to associate 
itself with national defence. 

In a country where the bourgeois democratic contagion· had still 
only feebly penetrate~, Russi.an Ma~isf!l w.as a~le to P!eserve all.its intransigence. Reactmg agamst Soctahst merba and tts conception of automatic revolution, it had assimilated the best of the new syndicalist school. It was a party without compromise, knowing how to express clearly what it wanted, and recoiling before no methods of execution. This immediately brought it a front-rank position in the esteem of the masses, in the face of the Social Democrats after 
1917. . " " The October revolution, the overthrow of the good Kerensky, the dissolution of the pre-parliament, the decrees and the peace negotiations of Brest-Litovsk, threw disorder and shame into the ranks of the Parliamentary Socialists of the whole world. It was the extension of proletarian violence that was making an 
afJjJearance. It was not in the rules of the game. They had forseen national victory, the extension of democracy, btit since the war they had never considered but with horror the revolution before the 
enemy! 

THE NEW SPIRIT. 
From the Russian revolution was born the Third International. Between it and the Second International had passed the war. In five years capitalism had become obsolete by a century. In basing itself on Marxist doctrine the Third International met new situations with new tactics and new methods of action. 
Benefiting by the popularity which this revolution-which had been able to end the war-met among the fighting masses, the Communist International found fervent adepts in the mobilised proletariat. Only too often we would have liked to return to Paris to disperse with machine-gun fire our masters of the Rue St. Dominique, of the Comite des Forges (steel trust) and of the Palais-Bourbon (Socialists included), so as not to be beaten at the outset by the Russian Bolsheviks. V~olence had got hold of the world. Legality was dead. The feeling of having been betrayed for so many long years, and especially in 1918 by men who spoke in the name of the proletariat, exasperated us. We understood pedectly well all that 

the p_resence of Albert Thoma~ in the bosses' .c~mp signified, and that 1t was the final rupture wtth a whole tradtbon that was about 
t<?. ?e: consummated.- Thousands of young men, only just demobthsed, generally tgnorant of doctrine, often more pacifist than communist, penetrated into the Socialist Party. 
. But their war-pacifism, differ_ing .from that ~hich had preceded 1t, no longer counted on the arbttratton of Parhaments1 nor on the force of persuasion. . . . -

The breath of Jaures only passed into it together with that of the eternal that it could contain . 
. War-pacifism was violent in its essence like the very period in which it had evolved. 
!_can only recall these heroic times with emotion. We hated the Parhamentary group, and, strong with an audacity of the devoted he!lcefor_th ready for any revolutionar>-: sacrifice, we solved every: thmr wtili .a success only equal to our tmprudence: In front of us, 
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side by side with the Pacifists, Socialists, and Opportunists, for 
whom our culpable indulgence was to blame, the Nattonalist-Defenc:e 
Socialists those who had voted war credits to the very end, consoh· 
dated th~mselves without reticence for the resumption of their old 
methods .... 

And the conflict crystallised on the young and on the old. The 
old 1 I see them once more, just like an old sitting-hen before the 
plumage of the young ducks she has brooded. I see them again, 
the chevronned Socialists of whom the old struggles and often admir. 
able life of devotion and poverty we had been taught, I see them 
once more, trying at first to convince us with disused arguments, then 
proving the plight of_ their age in some ·times agonis~g !lppeals, 
these old men, who dtd not understand, these old doctnnaues who 
thought in 1919 just as they did in 1914, who had learned nothing 
and forgotten nothing, and who, despairing of ever being able to 
convert us, finished by fulminating with us no more, except against 
our youth, in deriding tones where injury took the place of reason. 
As for us, the youn~ ones, we brandtshed from end to end of the 
battlefield, the Russtan revolution and the Communist International. 
We had too deeply felt in our spirit and flesh the horror of bourgeois 
or socialist nationalism to have not acquired the inextinguishable 
desire to wipe out even our ethnographic differences in an Inter
national that would be no more than an immense united revolu
tionary party. It was this great task of human unity that Raymond 
Lefebvre claim_ed in. a h~ndred speeches and twenty articles; and 
all our generat1on wtth htm. Here was much more than an internal 
party struggle. It was the conflict between two civilisations. Con. 
valescents in an epoch of murderous decadence, abdication, and 
disorder, we had absolute need of order and healthiness. 

(T1anslato1-E. VERNEY.) 

RUSSIA IN 
BY G. H. ALLEN T HIS book is not a complete history of the 1905 Russian 

Revolution. Such a history would occupy many 
volumes. But, as Trotsky points out in his preface, 
the book gives the pith and marrow of the Revolution, 
the most significant happenings of the Revolution, from 

the point of view of the Russian working class and the International. 
Which means that it is largely a history of the Petersburg Soviet of 
Workers' Deputies. Only when there are important revolutionary 
outbreaks elsewhere-for mstance, the mutiny in the Black Sea fleet, 
the agrarian revolts, or the fighting in Moscow in December-does 
Trotsky tum aside from his narrative of the movement of the working 
masses of Petctrsburg. . 

The immense importance of 1905 is that it is the first detailed 
Marxist history, and analysis, of the revolutionary movements in 
Russia of that year, to be made generally av~ilable in Western 
Europe. A history, too, written by one who played a leading pan 
in the events he describes and analyses. First written in German, 
in 1908-Igog, and based on an earlier Russian work of Trotsky's, 

• " 1905." By L. Trotsky. Librairie de l'H\UD&IIite, Paris. U frt. 
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the present edition has been translated from a revised and augmented 
Russian edition published in the early part of last year. 

The first fifty-odd pages of the book are occupied with an 
analysis of Russian social development, which is a masterpiece of 
compression and lucidity. There are four chapters, entitled respect
ively " The Social Development of Russia and Tsarism,'' " Russian 
Capitalism," " The Peasant Class and the Agrarian Question,'' and 
"The Motive Forces of the Russian Revolution." Trotsky touches 
on the familiar theme of Russian economic backwardness-primitive 
peasant agriculture-coupled with the most modern and highly con
centrated machine industry, and quotes some extremely interesting 
comparative statistics of Russian, German, and Belgian industry. 
To give one example, alone, it appears that there were approximately 
the same number of large factories in Russia and Germany (employ
ing over 1,000 workers), but that, while the number of workers 
employed in these large factories was in Germany only 10 per cent. 
of the total factory working population of the country, in Russia 
it was 38 per cent. ; and the average number of workers per large 
factory amounted in Russia to 2,400, as against the German I,90Q. 
The s1gnificance of the agrarian question is summarised by Trotsky 
-in a sentence: " The crisis of agricultural economy, and the im
poverishment of the village narrow more and more the basis of 
Russian industrial capitalism, which has to depend in the first place 
on the internal market." The first step towards settling the agrarian 
question could be summed up in one word-expropriation. 

" By the direct and immediate task which it sets itself, the 
Russian Revolution is properly bourgeois, for its aim is to free 
bourgeois society from the trammels and chains of absolutism and 
feudalism. But the principal motive force of this revolution is con
stituted by the proletariat-and that is why, by its method, the 
revolution is proletarian. This contrast has appearedunacceptable 
and inconceivable to numerous pedants who define t~ historical 
r6le of the proletariat by means of statistical calculations or by 
apparent historical analogies. For them, the providential leader 
of the Russian Revolution must be the bourgeois democracy, whilst 
the proletariat which, in fact, marched at the head of events during 
the whole period of revolutionary enthusiasm, ought to allow itself 
to be tight bound in the swaddling clothes of an unsound and 
pe"dantic theory. For them, the history of one capitalist nation 
repeats, with more or less important mOdifications, the history of 
another. They do not see the process, unique in our time, of world 
capitalist development which brings together all the countries to 
which it extends, and which, by the union of local conditions with 
general conditions, creates a social amalgam of which the nature 
cannot be defined by searching for historical commonplaces, but 
only by means of an analysis on a materialist basis." Here we have 
the outlook of the Russian liberals, the intelligentsia, the progres
sive capitalists, the professional classes; in short, the u bourgeois 
democracy," admirably exposea. And "an analysis on a 
materialist basis " revealed in Russia the social weakness, the poli
tical and economic insignificance of those classes, the intelligentsia 
and the petty bourgeois1e, which are historically the basis of " bour
geois democraCY." Russia was ripe for a bourgeois revolution; 
over-ripe, in fact . The trend and extent of Russian capitalist deYe
lopment, as an integral part of world capitalism, made ready the 
objective conditions for a -telescoping of the bourgeois and prole-
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tarian revolutions. This finally happened, of course, in 1917; and 
it could be clearly foreseen in 1905-ri~ht through this book Trotsky 
foresees it. The liberals, and the doubtmg Thomases of Menshevism, 
who thought that the Revolution " ought " to stop (at any rate, for 
the immediate present) at the bourgeois democratic st~ge, were 
merely trying to hold back history. And history, in Trotsky's 
flaming phrase at the Soviet Congress on the eve of the seizure of 
power in November, 1917, duly flung the liberal-Menshevik 
" garbage " on to its " rubbish heap." 

The criticism of the liberals, weak, vacillating, and futile as they 
and their policy inevitably were, is handled in this book in masterly 
fashion. It is done, too, in the most irrefutable way-by letting 
history itself perform the task. The pathetic hopes of the semi
liberal regime of Prince Sviatopolk-Mirsky, the silly sneers at the 
January demonstration of the Petersburg workers (" Bloody Sun
day "), the support of the· political General Strike in October until 
the "constitutional" manifesto of 31st October, and then the 
nervous attempt, Canute-like, to command the risin~ tide of revolu
tion to retire-Trotsky's keen analysis of the histoncal development 
of the revolution is the most dispassionate, and at the same time 
most impressive, exposure of liberalism and political opportunism 
that the present reviewer, at any rate, has yet read. And the 
criticism of Menshevism goes hand in hand with the criticism of 
liberalism. Could the position of the moderate, opportunist, 
" Socialists " and Labourists, be better put than in this passage : 
" In periods when allied and opposing social forces, by their 
antagonism as by their mutual reactions, bring a flat calm in politics; 
when the molecular work of economic development, actually reinforc
ing the contradictions in society, instead of breaking tlie political 
equilibrium, seems rather to affirm it provisionally and to assure to 
it a kind of permanence-opportunism; devoured with impatience, 
seeks around itself ' new ' ways and ' new • methods of realising 
its aims; It spends its strength in complaints of the insufficiency 
and uncertainty of its own forces, and looks for ., allies. • It flings 
itself hungrily on the dunghill of liberalism, which it conjures, to 
which it appeals, and for whose use it invents special formulre of 
action. 'But the dunghill only exhales its odour of political decom
position. Op{>ortunism then cribs from the heap of dung a few 
little democratic pearls. It needs allies. It runs to right and to 
left trying to grab them by the tails of their coats at every street 
comer. · It addresses its faithful followers, and exhorts them to show 
the kindest attention towards any possible ally. ' Tact, a~ain tact, 
and always tact! " It suffers from a certain disease whtch is the 
mania of prudence towards liberalism, the rage for tact-and, in its 
fury, it deal<> blows to .and wounds .the men of its own parey." 
After an examination of the views of Plekhanov, the extreme right
winger, Trotsky exclaims in a stinging phrase, which would make a 
splendid motto for the New Leader : '' There is here neither theo
retical analysis, nor revolutionary politics; one only sees the importu
nMe annotations of a marginal commentator in the great book of 
events.'' 

It is impossible here to do anything like . justice to the broad 
sweep of Trotsky's narrative of the events of 1905; the compositors' 
strike developing into a general strike, a general political strike, the 
formation of the Soviet.,--as an organ for uniting the working class, 
irrespeCtive of party or union, in tht struggle with the Tsarist State 
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power-the " abdication " of absolutism with the Manifesto of the 
31st October, the using of the new-won "liberty," especially the 
liberty of the Press, to the utmost-as we read Trotsky's pages, the 
whole turmoil of the revolutionary struggle passes before us. The 
beginnings of counter-revolution, the organisation of pogroms by 
the Government, the consequent arming of the workers in self
defence, the mutiny at Cronstadt and the application of martial law 
in Poland, followed by the general strike of November-a protest 
strike, largely a demonstration of solidarity of the working masses 
with the mutineers-the peasant revolts, chiefly in the land hungry 
central provinces, the arrest of the Soviet in December, and the few 
days' fierce street fighting in Moscow-all these happenings are 
related with a vividness and a power of analysis that recall the 
immortal pages of the Civil War in France. 

The" Constitution" of 31st October, forced on Tsarism by the 
mass action of the workers, was a fraud; as Trotsky calmly told 
some petty bourReois radical friends of his, " It is only the prol~ue 
to martial law. Count Witte, the pseudo-liberal, was Pnme 
Minister; but the autocracy subsisted. The Cossack's whip was still 
the reality of government, even though it was discreegy wrapped 
round wtth a scrap of paper called a Constitution. The general 
strike had changed nothing in the power of the Government : it had 
led to much disorganisation, but when it came to its inevitable end, 
the Government was able to repair damages quite easily, and get 
the old machine ~oing again. " In the-struggle," says Trotsky, 
"it is extremely tmportant to weaken one's adversary: that is the 
task of the strike. At the same time, it sets on foot the forces of 
revolution. But neither of these results constitute in themselves a 
coup d'etat. It is still necessary to seize ~er from those who hold 
it, and hand it over to the revolution. That is the essential task. 
The general strike creates the necessary conditions for this task to 
be performed, but it is, in itself, inadequate to carry it through 
successfully." 

The chief support of the Tsarist State lay in the army and the 
apathy of the peasants; and the days of the October strike empha
stsed the vital importance of the question, on which side will the 
army be ? They also showed that the revolutionary town had no 
common policy with the countryside, where revolts, if they took 
pia~. lacked any conscious direction-were merely instinctive. The 
weakness of the Soviet was the weakness of a purely urban revolu
tion. The task of the working class became clear : to organise the 
countryside and unite it with the town; to create a strong liaison 
between itself and the army; and to take up arms. The forces of 
reaction won because " the revolutionary strike, while laying down 
the hammer, had not yet seized the sword." 

The historic signifi.cance of 1905 was that it made these things 
clear to the Russian workers, and m particular to their most advanced 
section, the Bolshevik fraction of the Russian Social-Democratic 
Labour Party. The victory of reaction in 1905-6 and the following 
years, served but to harden the temper of the masses. The liquida
tion of the revolution was only temporary. 1905 had resulted from 
the collapse of Tsarism in an impenalist war: and in his concluding 
sentence, Trotsky prophetically wonders whether the fate of Tsarism 
will not be finally sealed till after it has a second time suffered 
military wllapse. 
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With the outbreak of war in 1914, the issue was still further 
clarified: in 1915 Trotsky wrote, in answer to a pamphlet by 
Axelrod, Martov, and other Mensheviks, that "It is not simply a 
question of a ' provisional re¥olutionary government '-an empty 
formula to which events will take upon themselves to give content
but of a revolutitmary workers' government: it is a question of the 
conquest of power by the Russian working class . . . power-not 
in its State form (Constituent Assembly, Republic, United States), 
but in relation to its social content. The formula of the Constituent 
Assembly or of the confiscation of landed propertyhas not, actually, 
an immediate revolutionary significance if the working class is not 
disposed to struggle for the conquest of power. For if the working 
class does not tear away power from the monarchy, no one else will 
be able to accomplish this task.'' 

The second part of this book forms a whole independent of the 
first part : it contains the story of the trial of the Soviet-including 
Trotsky's speech to the tribunal, in which he tore the indictment to 
shreds, even on its own " legal" grounds-and of Trotsky's 
deportation to Siberia, together with a most thrilling account of his 
escape, and flight many hundred versts in a sleigh drawn by rein
deer. This is as good as any adventure story we have read; and 
it is to be hoped that the translation of this story of Trotsky's escape, 
which the Y.C.L. had in hand some time ago, will soon be made 
available. . 

Our comrades of the French Party, who are responsible for run
ning the Humanite Bookshop, are to be congratulated on their pub
lication of this stately large-octavo book of nearly 400 pages. The 
printing and general get-up are satisfactory. Of the illustrations, 
the photographs .vary-some very poor, some quite good-but the 
reproductions of contemporary pencil and crayon sketches a. re dis
tinctly pleasing. A word of praise must also be given to the trans
lation, which is the work of Comrade Parijanine. 

Where Labour Rules 
By J. FINEBERG T HERE has jusf concluded in Moscow a competition 

which for its character is unique. It was a competition 
in which workmen publicly passed judgment on their 
factory managers. Such a competition could only take 
place in a land where labour rules. 

Sometime ago Pravda, the official organ of the Russian Com
munist Party, announced an essay competition on the best and worst 
factory managers. The workers in factories all over Russia were 
invited to submit essays describing the abilities or the defects of 
the managers of their respective factories; their achievements in 
imJ?roving the organisation and output of theJarticular ~actory, the~r 
attitude to the workmen, and what they ha done to Improve thetr 
conditions. 

A panel of judges was appointed consisfing of a representative 
of the Supreme Economic Council, one representative of the All
Russian Council of Trade Unions, two representatives of Pravda, one 
representative of Ekonomitcheskaya Zhizn, the official organ of the 
Council of Labour and Defence, two representatives of the Central 
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Committee of the Russian Communist Party, and also one from its 
Moscow Committee. In addition there were three workers represent
ing an en~ineering works, a textile mill, and a wood works respec
tively. 1 he terms of reference to the judgc:s were: to indicate t~e 
factory managers that were worthy of bearmg the- honourable dts
tinction of being the best, and those deserving the unenviable distinc
tion of being the worst factory managers in the country. 

The competition met with an immediate response and roused 
intere~t all over the country. Essays came streaming in from all 
the industrial districts---Moscow, Petrograd, Ivanovo-Voznesensk, 
Tula, the Don, Kharkoff, and from the rem9te Urals. During the 
course of several. m~nths a whole page of Pravda was. devoted ~very 
day to the pubhcatton of these essays. Some were stgned by mdt
viduals or groups of individuals, some by works' committees 
endorsed by the Communist nuclei, while others had been submitted 
to general meetings of the workers and bore their collective endorse
ments. 

Many of these essays gave rise to discussions in the columns of 
Pravda. Objection would be made to the fact that the virtues of a 
particular manager had been exaggerated. Others would point out 
that while what was said in praise was true, the bad points of the 
man had not been referred to, and, therefore, his character had not 
been presented in a true light. Letters would appear from unfor
tunat<' " bad " managers who had been dragged into the light, or 
from their friends repudiating the charges made against them. 

Of course, it could not be expected in ·such a competition that 
every essay would be entirely free from error, or even interested 
bias. Perhaps some found it a ready means of settling some private 
account with someone of whom they had fal·len foul. But every 
disputed case was investigated and the opinion of the judges as to 
the correctness of the statements made was J>Ublished. 

This competition was a review of . the officers-the " captains " 
of industry-by the troops I 

It was more. The guardians of the economy of the republic 
were called upon to render an account of their trust before the 
Tribunal of Labour. 

This could only take place in a State where the purpose and 
method of organising industry is other than that prevailing in 
capitalist countries. Where the industries belong to the nation, 
those who have been placed in charge of them are the servants of 
the nation. And where labour rules, the workers themselves are 
vitall):' i~terest~d in the good ma~agement and development of the 
factones m whtch they work. Thts is the case in Russia. 

Industry in Russia is owned by the Labour State and 1s run for 
the purpose of satisfying the needs of the producers. Every factory 
kept going, every new factory opened, any increase in output, and 
improvement in transport and distribution, means an increase of the 
national wealth, which will be shared by those who have helped to 
produce it. 

This has been demonstrated, objectively, to the workers in 
Russia. During the civil war industry was brought almost to a 
standstill, and the conditions of the workers were appalling. During 
the brief respite industry has been gradually set going, and already 
the workers' conditions are approaching the no::mal. With the exer
tion of the best efforts and the best employment of resources that 
point will be reached, and then will cmLmenc:e the striving to~ards 
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a h1gher economic and cultural level. Hence the interest in this 
competition. 

In passing, the competition gives us an insight into the economic 
and social life of Russ1a to-day. 

One hundred and thirty-two essays were sent in. The great 
majority of the men described were former workmen at the bench. 
Th~ had fought in the class war before the revolution. Many of 
them had fou~ht and risen to commanding positions in the revolu
tionary army. The results of their abilities there, we know. On the 
comfug of peace and the period of construction they had been given 
commanding positions on the economic front. There they have 
shown organismg ability, initiative and resource more than equal to 
that of the former capitalist specialist. There are, it is true, excep
tions. These have been dragged into the fierce glare of public 
criticism. Among these workmen managers are Communists ahd 
non-party men, but the ''. good " non-party manager is not. inferior 
to the" ~ood" Commun1st manager; both loyally serve the1r class. 
The list mcludes former specialists, the " spetz " as they are called. 
Some of these are just hanging on-waiting, waiting-for what? 
Others have broken with the past and eith~r out of loyalty to the 
republic or sheer disinterested devotion to their work, are giving of 
their best. Also there are former owners of enterprises who have 
managed to secure positions as managers in the enterprises they 
formerly owned. These are invariably bad. 

Below we give a brief summary of a few of the essays sent in :-
S. J. Poda1fitsin: Liseva Mechanical Works, in the Urals. 

Elementary education, factory worker. Took active part in the 
working cfass movement prior to the revolution. Joined Russian 
Communist Party in 1917, was elected to workers' factory com
mittee in 1918, and subsequently appointed to Board of Manase
ment of factory. Here he revealed considerable organising abihty 
and was subsequently appointed chairman of the board. 

In December, 1918, the district was captured by Kolchak. 
Podanitzin escaped and joined the red army. 

After the defeat of Kolchak he returned to Liseva. The works 
were in a state of ruin. The best machinery had been carried off 
by Kolchak. Not a single engineer was on the place. He set to 
work to re-organise works; recruited the staff; drew up the pro
gramme of output. All this was done amidst the difficulties 
caused by shortage of funds and food. Yet he managed to stock 
enough raw ~aterials and fuel for the whole of 1922 and 1923. 
Now production approaches to pre-war standard and works 
employ 3,140 workers. 

His attitude to the workers is that of a comrade. He organ
ised technical schools at the works, helped to publish and edited 
local newspapers, organised co-operative stores, clubs, schools, 
etc. 

This essay concludes : There will be no need to surrender 
the Liseva works to the capitalist sharks. It will be protected 
by the workers themselves under the guidance of their Red 
manager, comrade Podanitzin. 

A. V. Arkhangelsky: (Prizeman) Mikhailovsk Textile Mills 
Moscow. Mills almost at a standstill during years of revolution: 
Arkhangelsky was appointed manager and within ten months 
by precept and example, " inspired " the .worker~ to bring output 
to 121 per cent. pre-wdr. At the same tlme he Improved condi-
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tions of the workers, repaired workers' quarters, constructed 
baths, etc. He allocates considerable sums for educational work, 
and himself lectures on industrial and technical subjects. He is 
a Communist, and spent most of his life from the age of 17 in 
Czarist prisons. 

R. K . Ai&lzmann: (Prizeman) Derbanovsk Dye Works (the 
largest m Russia) .. Specia~ist, universit~ education,_ non-party. 
He concentrated hts attent10n on pedectmg production. ~tro
duced the production of_ phenol in Soviet Russia. Brought works 
to pre-war capacity. Under his management the works have 
always fulfilled the output pro~ramme and has continually 
expanded productioo. He mamtams good conditions of labour, 
and devoted considerable time and means to cultural work 
among the workers. 

Onu/riev : Manager, Tzaritzin Section, South Eastern Rail
way (one of the worst). Was manager prior to the revolution, 
but was hounded out by the workers on the outbreak of the 
revolution on account of his brutal conduct towards them. When 
specialists were invited by the Government to return to work he 
came back to his former post. He found pretexts for dismissing 
those who had taken part in his expulsion and resumed his former 
attitude to the workers. Since his reinstatement the working of 
his section of the line has deteriorated. Excess of fuel consumed 
amounts to nearly 3,000 tons, and the number of sound engines 
has been reduced 25 per cent. 
The competition is now over. Of course, not all the economic 

administrators of the Proletarian State passed under review, but a 
sufficient number did so to give us an idea in whose hands the 
economic future of the country lies. On the whole, the picture is 
encouraging. Labour is managing industry, and labour is inter
ested in managing it well. 

Of the " good " managers the judges selected twelve as deserv
ing the distinction of being described as the " best factory 
managers." Pravda is making application to the AU-Russian 
Executive Council to award these men the Order of the Red 'Flag, 
the award given for distin~ished service on the military and econ
omic fronts. These men wtll stand out as examples to be emulated 
by all those who are loyally striving to raise the economic level of 
the ~Uiltry. In addition, 23 others were marked out for special 
mention. 

Of the bad ones, three were branded as the " worst." These, 
too, will ~et the award they deserve. Incompetence and malicious 
sabotage ts as fatal on the economic front as on the military front, 
and those found guilty of this must, and will, be removeo. 

Thus we get a sidelight on the working of proletarian 
dem~cy. Fre~dom and scope for initiative are given to those who 
are gtven a certam task to perform. But they must achieve results · 
they mu~. make some CO!ltribution to the well-being of the State~ 
Wtth abthty and goodwtll they can secure the co-operation of all 
those whose labours they have to guide; for all are interested in 

. achieving the eoal. · 
. Those who p~ace self-interest ~hOve that of the whole, ma:y for a 

tune fe~ther .~etr nes~; but ultimately the glaring searchhght of 
proletanan vtgilance pJclcs them out, ~d their nieht of iladness 
. comes to an end. 

Thus does Labour's will prevail where Labour rule&. 



THE SOVIET AND THE 
PEASANT 11 By D. IvonJones 
(THE DECREE ON THE UNIFIED AGRICULTURAL TAX.) 

EVERY day the Moscow newspapers give reports of the 
prospects for the next harvest, which appear to be increas
mg~ favourable as the summer progresses. 

This year's harvest is being produced under altogether 
new conditions. A new spirit pervades the village. New 

relations are created between the city and the country, between the 
town proletariat and the peasantry. 

It was Lenin himself who at the beginning of the year first 
pointed out how the link between the proletanat and the peasant 
could be strengthened. He proposed that every branch of the party 
in the towns sfiould take over responsibility for the cultural needs of 
a village or volost. This idea has since been taken up on a very 
wide scale, and not only Party branches, but factories have also 
" adopted " villages, supplying not only books, newspapers, and 
propaganda material, but mending the ploughs and harrows of the 
village. "' Smeichka" (Lenin's word for "Link" or bond with 
the peasantry), has become a general slogan. And now when workers 
are everywhere going off to the country for their annual holidays, 
they go armed by their Branch secretary with propaganda material 
and information etbout the New Unified Agricultural Tax. 

Trotsky not long ago referred to the difficult situation of the 
peasant owing to the low price of bread compared with the prices of 
mdustrial prod'ucts. He said that the ideological " smeichka " must 
have an economic basis. This economic basis has been enormously 
strengthened by the recent decree on the unification of all the taxes 
on the peasantry into one annual agricultural tax. 

Up to the Twelfth Congress of the Communist Party the pea
sants, in addition to the tax in kind.~,.. were levied a series of other 
taxes for local and central needs. J. he peasants complained that 
harvest came only once a year, but the tax collector called in and 
out of season. And this caused them considerable inconvenience and 
no little irritation. 

The Party Congress adoptea the principle of the One Unified 
Tax; and the Government Decree has smce been issued. The peasant 
will pay a tax once a year only. from his harvest. All other payments 
which the volost or the village may require for local needs rank as 
" collections " only. All taxes on the peasantry, except the Unified 
Agricultural Tax, are declared illegal. Percentages will be retained 
by the Provincial Soviets for schools, hospitals, brid~es and roads. 

The new tax has ceased to be essentially a tax m kind. The 
right is given to every peasant to pay in money accordin~ to the 
official prices fixed for wheat and rye units. But the tax 1s never
theless fixed in units of wheat and rye, according to the prevailing 
crof in the locality. Certain. areas will be marked out where the tax 
wil be payable only in cash; that is, in industrial provinces where the 
peasant can quickly realise on his harvest. Other provinces will pay 
partly in cash and partly in kind. Thus the transition is begun of 
a general cash payment of taxes. Meanwhile the payment in kind is 
still necessary for the convenience of many peasants, and also 
in order to supply the needs of the Red Army and the Children's 
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Homes, thus saving the Government from having to compete in the 
market for prime necessaries. 

The tax in kind imposed a certain amount of compulsion on the 
peasant to produce the specific products required by the Government. 
The new decree removes the last vestiges of compulsion. The 
peasant is given full freedom to choose the crop which appears to him 
the mo5t lucrative. 

"ABILITY TO PAY ... 
In the Decree on the Unified Tax the principle of " ability to 

pay ., is given .ideal form. No less than 396 categories of taxpayers 
have been fixed accordin&' to their ability to pay. This looks very 
complicated. But the prmciple is so simple that every peasant can 
see from the table to what category he belongs. 

First of all, the decree starts off with the number· of "eaters., 
in a family. That is, the tax is less as the number of" eaters., per 
dessyatin is more. Thus we have nine grades of taxability, startmg 
with farms of a quarter of a dess;;atin per " eater " up to farms 
with three dessyatms and over per 'eater." 

Then we have four vertical divisions. Poor peasants without 
working animals or homed cattle must obviously pay Jess. So 
column . one shows taxpayers without homed cattle; column two, 
those with one cow, and so on. Thus we have a table with 36 
(9 x 4) categories of taxpayers. 

But suppose the harvest is poor. Or suppose that it is a very 
good one. Obviously you cannot take so many poods of wheat off 
a dessyatin of bad harvest and good harvest alike. So we are given 
eleven grades of crops, starting from crops up to 25 poods per 
dessyatm, up to crops of over 101 poods per dessyatin. 

And so the above little table of 36 categories is repeated eleven 
times, making 396 arguments against the tyranny of formal 
democracy. 

For example, one sees at a glance that a family without cattle, 
with half a dessyatin of land per eater, and less than 35 poods of 
crop per dessxatin, pays no tax at all. And a similar family with a 
quarter of a dessyatin of land per eater .is exempted from tax right 
up to a crop of 45 pood!'l per dessyatin; and even when it has a crop of 
50 poods per dessyatin it only starts paying at the rate of ten pounds 
of rye per dessyatm; whereas its neighbour with a similar crop having 
more than four cows and more than three dessyatins per eater, pays 
a tax of 13 poods, 25 pounds, per dessyatin. 

Looking down the columns, we see that the highest amount paid 
by the poorest category is five poods per dessyatin. That occurs 
when it has a crop of more than 100 poods per dessyatin. With a 
crop like this the highest category pay a tax of 25 poods, 10 pounds, 
per dessyatin-about a quarter of the crop. 

Of course, it must not be forgotten that this includes not onlv 
tax, but actually rent of land, which belongs to the people as a whole 
In fact, here we have the Single Tax for the first time applied, not 
as a panacea for all the ills of society, but as the partial measure that 
it really is. 

THE THIRD COVENANT. 
Kamenev has called this new Unified Tax the Third Great Cove

nant of the proletariat with the peasantry. The first was the October 
€ovenant socialising the land. · Then came the 1921 covenant in
auguratin~ the New Economic Policy with the Tax in Kind, and now 
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the Unified Agricultural Tax, abolishing the last vestiges of expro
priatory ~ures towards the ~ts. 

To those whose minds are stlll dominated by Utopian conceptions 
of Socialism, these three covenants represent stages through which 
the tide of revolution has rolled backward. To the petty bourgeois 
Socialist, whose class is pressed down by the money-lender, money is 
naturally the root of all evil. And the transition of Soviet economy 
from simple barter and transactions in kind seem to them and to the 
uninitiated bourgeois to be steps backward from Socialism. 

But the first perio~ of the New Economy Policy has taught ~he 
Communist that the money system, when controlled by a Proletanan 
State, is one of the most useful devices known to social science. 
Without it no ad~uate system 'of accounting and control can be 
thought of. And d money, with all its concomitant$ of banking, 
taxation, etc., becomes, under a capitalist government, the a~t of 
capitalist accumulation, leading to vast combines controllmg the 
lives of millions for private profit; so under a prolttarian 1tgimt 
this same money, hitherto So much maligned, through Soviet indus
try, Soviet banks, and Soviet taxes, becomes the agent of Socialist 
accumulation, leading all surplus wealth into the service of the 
proletariat. 

The writer met a comrade the other day who belonged to an 
agricultural commune somewhere over towards Siberia. He was 
one of a deputation to the Commissary of Lands, and was in 
cheerful mood. This deputation bore documents from the Pto
vincial Soviet showing that the Commune had stuck together through 
the supreme test of the Great Famine. The Commissary of Land 
had on the strength of this given a cheque on the State Bank for a 
loan to the commune-secured on the movable property-to build 
an irrigation system which would increase the prosperity of the 
commune five-fold. This is orte of the many ways in which Soviet 
finance is helping the growth of Socialist proCluct1on. 

IS THE LAND REALLY SOCIALISED? 
The question that most often arises in the mind of the Communist 

abroad is: How far is the principle of the Socialisation of the Land 
a real one; or how far has Ws principle been made merely nominal 
by the inveterate private property instincts of the peasants ? 

Answers to this question crowd upon the mind as one reads the 
handbook on the Land Code, recently issued by the Land Depart
ment in the form of simple questions and answers for the peasants. 

The Henry George theory of the Single Tax, which sought to 
prove that free land was the only remedy for social ineq.ual.ity, has 
been concretely disproved in Russia. The Russian peasaJ).try has 
free land. But free land has not abolished classes within the pe~
santry, and a state of friction exists between the various strata of 
poor, middle and " kulak " ~asants. The vital difference between 
them is not in the area of land they occupy, but in the movable 
capital, implements, horses and cattle which th~y own. The " horse
less '' peasantry is a· term often used for the big mass of poorer 
peasants standmg solidly behind the Soviets. Recently there wa'i 
a congress of these propertyless peasants in the Ukraine organised 
by the Party. 

Wh:Ie the Soviet Government has to allow the conditions caus~ 
this ~conomic strug~le (free trade an~ exchange, even the right, ~f 
the " kulaks " to hll'e la'bour, etc.) in. ord~r to develop. prod\lction, 
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it at the same time takes part in this struggle on the side of the 
poorer oeasants by mobilismg them into political activity, urging 
them on by propaganda and stimulative .legislation to stand . up, 
organise, co,operate, unite against the same " kulak " class which 
the Soviet must perforce allow to exist by the very character of the 
money system. . . 

.. . And what is the grand weapon at · the command of the ~rer 
pe_asantry in this_struggle? The Social <?Wllership of land .. ~d t?e 
struggle leads directly towards the sottal use of land as tts mevtt
able ,solution. The hope of the poorer .peasantry is in communal 
production. And for this th~ whole m~mery of the Gpve~ment, 
tts · fmanc.es, banks, co-operatives, organtsers, are at thetr dtsposal, 
as soon as they can muster up sufficient spirit of . organisation and 
co-operation to break with their old individualistic form of produc
tion ~nd march forward . The Kulak class is strongest in the Ukraine. 
A report in the Pravda in March mentioned the enormous growth of 
collective f3;I1Jling in that area, and placed the number of agricul-. 
tural collecttves at no Jess than four thousand. 

ONLY P~OLETARIAT CAN FREE THE LAND. 
But free land is a mere day-dream without the dictatorship of the 

proletariat. In a government of bankers, or even in a government 
of peasants, " free land " can only .meap freedom to sell to the 
high~t bidder or mortgage up to the· piggest money-lender. 
~·s "Eighteenth Brumaire" de!q;ibes how the peasantry 

of France )lad been wholly mortgaged up to Paris fmance, and 
therefore did what Paris ftnanoe bade the1Il to, namely, to vote the 
tnird N apoleori .into power.· . . . 

Encompassed by capitalist states, it is clear that the peasant can 
only remam a free peasant by leaning upon the proletanat, by sup
pOrting a regime which denies the very principle of ~sant economy 
and all private property economy for its basis. The Land Code 
lays it down clearly for peasantS and "nepmen" alike to under
stand that no one can sell, give,· mortgage, or bequeath land and 
that all such acts are not only void but punishable. 
. Neither can any peasant havin_g right to land as a member of 

a ,village com.munity waive such nght in anyone's favour for any 
valuable constderauon whatsoever. 

The new bourgeoisie would like to get its roots into the land as 
the one grand immovable security. Ill every transaction between 
him and the peasant involving the need for credit, the nepman is 
brought up against the Social ownership of land. No People's 
Court would recognise a bond on the land. Rather it would punish 
the bondholder. And there is a mass of young peasants and poor 
peasants too interested in their common nght to the land to allow 
such a deal to go through unchallenged. Thus, the New Economic 
Policy has strengthened the principl~ of the Social ownership of land . 

But the peasants' ne-!d for credtt must be met. And the Prole
tarian Government is itself stepping into the place of the money
lender by the formation of Peasant Credit Banks with capital run
ning into millions of gold roubles, in · which the State institutions 
are the largest shareholders, drawing· in also a certain amount of 
shares from the savings of the peasants and the " nepmen," who 
in this and other ways are made to feed the State Bank of the Soviet 
with their surpluses. 

According to the Land Code, the land of a " dvor " or farm 
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belbngs to every member of the family and not to the head of . the 
fclmily only. All ages and sexes have their share of the land, 
although they only enter into full rights of disposing of it at the age 
of eighteen. The name of the manager must be registered with the 
ViUage Soviet. It is not an immutable rule that the father of the 
family shall be the manager of the farm. If the other members of 
the. family have reason to complain that the -farm is suffering from 
chronic mismanagement, another member of the family of either 
sex· JD,fy be .appol.llted. 

Tijree y~s· disuse. of _Ian~·: means_ forfeiture of a_11 right 
to 1.t. A w1fe marrymg 1ntQ a family thereby. a.cqu1res her 
right· to a share of the l~d (relinquisl.ung her portion in her 
old 'home, if any). There is ng distinction. of sex iri any .pr<>.. 
vision ·of the code. In fact, th~e- is an explicit provision against 
any sex distinction in the apportioning out of land. It can qe 
imagined what a powerful lever·all this must be against the old 
patri~-chal uadition of the peasant, even thpugh i~ may remain ~or 
a whil~ more or less unobserved. The Proletarian State, wh1ch 
enforces the principle of the Social ownership of land, standing on 
the side of the youth, and furnishing financial credit so sorely needed 
by the peasant, will sooner or later im_pose its whole morality upori 
the life of the Russian peasantry. "The ruling 1deas of any age," 
said Marx, " are only the ideas of the ruling class." And .the 
SOviet rouble, although the emblem " workers of the world unite," 
ow.ing to the exigencies of trade agreements, no longer appears upon 
~must inevitably be a powerful f~tot in spreading the Soviet ideal. 
~ ne great ferment of change ~ong the peasantry has undoubtedly 

begun. THE KULAK AND HIRED LABOUR. . 
Other ~ovisions of the Land Code which have • bearing upcm 

the eexmouuc struggle, are as follows:- · - ·· 
Improvements, such as buildings, etc., belong to the land user. 
Land may be rented by a LandhOlder (or user), where famine, 

lack of implements or death or mobilisation of the holder of the -land 
warrants it. The renter mtist be capable of using the rented land 
with his own resources. The period of rent cannot be more than 
three or four years, according to the system of crop rotation in vogue. 
After which, if the original user does riot return, 1t goes back into the 
common land fund of the village. This_ is called Labour Rent. 
The contract must be sanctioned by the Village Committee. 

Movable property, such as cattle, etc., cannot be claimei:l for 
debt except where such debt has been contracted for the general 
interest of the whole farm, and not for the debtor's personal needs. 

A peasant may hire labour. But only in case his whole family is 
working. The general principle of the Land Code is that the land 
is only for those who can use it. 

There are a large number of provisions of a complicated 
character dealing with the various systems of land cultivation and 
land holding among the peasants, but all are calculated to increase 
productivity and to encourage the progress of the peasant towards 
more rational and co-operative methods of production, introducing 
tractors and modem machinery. · 

· It may puzzle some why the Soviet Government allows the hire 
of labour on the land by the " kulaks." But it can only puzzle 
those who are still under the old single tax illusion that when a man 
has a plot of land he has all that is necessary for his well-being. 
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The " horseless " peasants have no horses and plolig~s. The 
"kulalcs" have horses and ploughs. How: to bring the horses and 
ploughs and the labourers all together is tpe problem of communal 
farming. But the :process of communalising all the means of pro
ductiqn among milhons of peasants in whom the instinct of indi
vidual production is inborn can .only be a question of many years. 
Mea.I_lwhile the New Economic Pohcy allows the ploughs and the 
labOUrers to come together in the manner they know best in order 
that production may be stimulated. Tpe ca,pitalist class promotes 
wage l'abour by closing up every other avenue to the labourer except 
that of selling his labour power. The Soviet allows the hire of farm 
labour as an escape to the poor peasantry froiil the worst conse
quences of their lack of tools. But it also offers them the other alter
native, of combining their forces into agricultural communes. In 
either case the Soviet power is strengthened : by greater production, 
by stimulating the propertyless labourers and ~sants into action 
for the fuller utilisation of the principle of soc1al ownership and as 
a prcr-Soviet force against the kulak, and by the rise of communal 
agricult)lre as the solution of the whole difficulty for all concerned. 

Bolsheviks, in spite of Lloyd George's taunt, can make tractors. 
And what is more, tractors are everywhere making Bolsheviks on the 
land in Russia. With the Bolshevik as driver, the New Economic 
Policy is ploughing up the old weeds of outworn peasant economy, 
and smoothly, humanely, by such prosaic means as Credits, Loans 
and Taxes, building up the foundations of a great Socialist 
economy. 

THE FORUM 
Undu this heading readers are invited to state their personal 

opinion upon any question ()f vittZl importance to the working class 
movement. 

SVERDLOV UNIVERSITY AND ITS LESSONS 
By WINIFRED HORRABIN Labour C<llleges as with the impli-

(Hon. Sec. , Plebs League). cation t~at re~oJutionary imp~ls.e is 
, . 'fi!Cessarzly pohucal. That thts tdea I READ C<lm. ~oss!! ar~cle on the 1s wrong ought to be apparent to 

Sverdlov. Untver~tty 1n .the May Com. Joss after his study of " non
Cf1mmumst Revtew. Wlth yery political" efforts in Rus~ia before the 

great tnterest, because It contained revolution 
matter that is extre~ly t~:seful to all Education towards revolution can 
work~rs engaged tn. tndepend~nt never be purely theoretical when it is 
workt~g-cl41;ss . education. 'Yhtle continually linked up to the workers' 
agreemg With much ~hat he ~atd, I everyday struggle. I claim that that 
could ~ot help but d,~sagree wtth the is the difference between Plebs and 
followmg sentence- .. . the Plebs Labour College education and the 
Leagu~ ~nd the Labour .Colleges lack arid type of Marxist class which met . 
the dnymg force: ~nd 1mpuls.e o.f a said its prayers to whatever promi· 
revolutiOnary pohftcal orgamsatlon, nent Marxist star was in the ascen
?lways on the alert; always challeng- dent, recited "I believe in the 
mg . the present system and ever Materialist Conception of History, 
batthng for the eyery~day needs of Class War without end, Amen "
the ma~ses. M;arx1sm IS emascula;ted and went home content. It is not 
when 1t r~mam;, pur~ly theoretical true to say that our class work is 
and educational. . It IS not so muc,h theory and nothing else, though I 
th~t . I quarrel wtth our comrade s gr_ant that seed can fall on barren 
opmwn of the Plebs League and the s01l wherever it is spread. 
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J· argue that any close reader of class m~?vement. 
Plebs kncws that we concern our- In lUI article called " The \V orkers' 
selves closely with the everyday Culture " in the Plebs of February, 
struggle of the workers. To illus- 1922, Com. Andrew Rothstein wrote
trate what I mean, I pick up at ran- " From the illegal secret circles into 
dom the volumes 1921 and 1922 and which the revolutionary Marxian stu. 
find the following articles : " Re- dents of Russia for twenty years 
volutionary Tactics," "Geographical drew the work~rs in the factCiries and 
Footnotes to Current History," the villages, to the magnificent 
" Production and Politics," " Colo- organisation-we speak in terUl'S of 
ni;JJ and Imperialist Expansion,'' working class, not bourgeois achieve
" Labour and the \Vorld Crisis," ments, 9f the British l'lebs League, 
"Sea Power and the Pacific," " Get crowned by the Labour Colleges, the 
Rea(iy to Administrate," "The same idea runs throughout. Equip
Workings of Modern Capitalism,"- ment of the working class for battle, 
" A Syllabus on Revolution " " A arming it with the weapons that ex
Syllabus on Imperialism," 1• From perience proves to be useful, welding 
Cromwell to Harding," and "What it into a single metallic battering
We Study and Why." A doz:.en ram by intellectual as well as· by 
articles showing the relation between economic tempering-these were the 
the theory of the class struggle and objects of independent working-class 
current events, or linking historical education wherever the teachings of 
events to the workings of the capi- Marx were adopted as the workers' 
talist system-a doz:en articles whose chief guide to liberation." These are 
revolutionary educational value is un- still our objects, but the leadership of 
questioned. · the organised working class must be 

The Plebs has never stood for the the work of others. · 
study of theory as such, but the task The Communist Party-! speak as 
of the Plebs in linking theory to a member of the Party-should strive 
practice has been made infinitely to understand the whole of the work
more difficult by types varying on the ing-class movement; to set itself to 
one hand from emotional red flag study every side and aspect of the 
waggers, to hard-beaded, one might work, and, above all, to co-relate and 
almost say, solid-headed, pedagogic unify every section that is working to
Marxists who saw value in nothing wards Communism. The Labour 
but the everlasting mental indiges- m'ovement has been rendered useless 
tion brought on by a strict diet of in past years because it has swung, 
Dietz:gen and the more theoretical like a pendulum, between "politi
writings of Marx and Engels. cal " and "industrial" action-first 

It is the task of the Communist one and then the other. The worker5' 
Party to understand all the forces party that first sets itself to under
that are · working towards Com- stand the British movement as it is 
munism, and by wise leadership and and not as it ougltt to be and draws 
guidance to gain the respect of such up its plans to embrace ah sections
organisations and the willing support that party will come to represent the 
of their individual members. Work whole organised mass of workers on 
in the movement shows us that there all fields, political, industrial, and 
is no virus with which any organisa· educational. 
tion can inoculate its members and Sverdlov University has lessons for 
so preserve their ~al and enthusiasm us all, and not the least of its lessons 
for ever. We can only harness their from the past is the one which should 
revolutionary zeal by hard work, teach us to recognise "revolutionarv 
forcing them to face the facts and to impulse," even when it is not labelled 
tran:::!ak their emotion into an undrr- Communist. 
standing of all sides of the working 

INDUSTRIAL CO-ORDINATION AND THE NEW 
ORGANISATION 

BY S. FRANCIS. his menta] capacity. There lay the 

U. NDER the old form of branch weakes~ spot. The party was a pro
organisation the whole eneq~ies pagand1st party, yet. t~e work was 
of the Party were thrown 10to left to a few spec1ahsts-spe~ers 

. propaganda and propaganda that in and lecturers-and those ~f mediocre 
nine cases out of ten was never fol- talent co~ld. find expre~sion only 1n 
lowed up, or backed by anything t~e organ1sat1on of meetmgs and su.::h 
stronger. The unit of the Party was hke. 
the branch. and the unit of the This was propaganda1 admittedly, 
branch the individual, who, in carry- but it did not nece5sanly penetrate 
ing ont hiF work, was dependent upon indmtF. Tt w;~s a political <>xpres· 
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sion of the Party's aims, but in Eng- still the industrial committees remain 
land many people refuse to recognise half-formed : the nuclei · are not co
that what they are used to call " poli- ordinated. While other bodies in the 
tics " is but a reflex of the industrial Labour movement, assisted by the 
situation. They do not recognise that Communists, organise " Back to the 
"politics " begins in the workshop. Unions " campaigns many Com-

Propaganda meetings held under munists walk the streets selling a 
sw:h conditions would have value, penny newspaper. 
only when exceptional circumstances Control of industry is likely to slip 
gave them prominence. Ordi- through our fingers and yet to gain 
narily, the attendance would be it we have but to tighten our grasp 
chiefly from among the already con- upon it; to establisli our industrial 
verted and the sympathisers. Much nuclei. 
time was wasted and much energy Members in industrial organisations 
expended in attempts to convert the are not willing to give their time from 
converted, and members waxed en- their work there to go canvassing. 
thusiastic over efforts to lead Anar- They feel the need for exemption 
chists, Pacifists, and the semi-en- from this and similar local duties. On 
lightened into the right path. the other hand, many of those who do 

Under such a system, there could no work in the unions, yet make that 
be no co-ordination of industrial work the plea to avoid local work. 
effort-for there was no real contact The localities have not learned to dif
with industry. The Communist ferentiate. They attempt to press all 
Party, which claims as its chief tenet members into local activittes, and 
of faith, government by industry, was there is a certain amount of un
in the false position of being . entirely pleasantness when somebody refuses. 
out of touch with the industrial acti- There is still the feeling of resent
vity of the British Isles. ment when one does more work than 

With the establishment of the New one's neighbour. 
Form of Organisation, provision was Again, in the localities there is a 
made for the establishment of in- lack of understanding of these nuclei. 
dustrial nuclei, both in work!hop and The control from the centre is re
in union. On paper, the scheme was sented. The necessity of nuclei re
as perfect as man could make it. porting direct to the District is not 
Each nuclei, or fraction, had its realised even by members of the 

· leader; its periodic meetings, its re- nuclei themselves. Confu.sion results 
ports upon union or industrial m:Vters therefrom, and reports valuable to 
to go t.o the District. At the District the District Group Committees, use
were the group committees for each less to an isolated lpcal, aFe given to 
industry to co-ordinate individual area group leaders, or to local 
activitie$ . receive and act upon re- organisers. 
ports and consider the correct action The lack of personal initiative 
in any given set of circumstanc('S. which the membership has so unvary. 
Above these groups, again, was the ingly displayed since the New Form 
industrial committee for the district of Organisation came into force is a 
which, with all the evidence before serious thing. Butt were the indus· 
it, could issue instructions and decide trial group committees in _proper 
upon tactics or submit to the Centre working order it would be of little 
when necessary. moment. Instructions and sugges-

All the machinery is here for the tions could then be . issued reg\llarly 
conquest of industry-yet something which would tide members over until 
is lacking. A multiplicity of instruc- they had found bo'h their feet and 
tiODs confuses the issue. their heads, and could think and act 

Members are ur~ed that by far the for themselves. 
most important work at the moment The necessity for an effort towards 
is the selling of the paper. Com- the immediate establishment of these 
rades in unions, or other indu~trial industrial committees. upon a work
or~anisations are asked to do .bouse ing basis, must be obvious to a.ll Com. to house canvnssing and to sel1 the rt).unists. · Members who are iilvited 
J)llper at their Trade Unions, etc. to serve thereon, should, before re
All channels of party activity are fusing as in the pasti cons.lder the 
turned to this work; the energies of· nec~sitY for industria •co-ord.ibation 
the Party are devoted to the sale of and control. Before us in the near 
the paper. · fut~ lies a ~t fight, and· yictory 

· · Meanwhile, what of the industrial will be won and lost upon ·the. 'indus
outlook? · What Of the Party mem- trial field. For when ·all has been 
lifts in the uniODS -wafting for their said and done, all the points argued 
lead ? Atl around throughout t!Je and driven home: the fact remains 

· country ill industry. after m\fustry, that no matter bow ~vely a man 
tho workerS are 1:-eing defeated-and may conlluct ~lf in \lattl'!!,. no 
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matter bow many millions are spent It is not u~;~on the barracades that 
upon armies and munitions, when the the Communtst Party will lead the 
w?rkers down tools, an is at a stand- way .to victory, but upon the floor 
stdl. of the workshops. 

THE NATIONAL UNION OF JOURNALISTS 
BY JOHN S. WINTER. withdraws its affiliation, the votes 

0 NE learns with regret that being 943 to So:z, more than :z,ooo not 
the National Union of Jour- voting. 
nalists have decided to with- In view of the wage reductions 

draw their affiliation to the Trades now being demanded by the N.P.S. 
Union Congress. The history of this at the present time, it is unfortunate 
retrograde step is trivial enough. Some that the N. U.J. should have selected 
few months ago, a banot of the this moment to throw away their 
Union was taken to decide whether strongest weapon. 
a levy should be imposed of twopence As the weakest link in the printing 
~er member for the benefit ·of 'the industry1 their sole strength was 
Daily Herald. The proposal was drawn nom the fact tha~ the em
lost. Since that date, as is wen ployers realised that through their 
known, a change has taken place in affiliation they could count upon the 
the control of the Daily Henzld, one support of the trade union movement. 
effect of which was that the affiliation Albeit on somewhat antiquated craft 
fee of the Trade Union Congress was lines, the printing industry is better 
increased by twopence, earmarked organised than the workers in any 
pri!Jl&rily ·for propaganda, patt of other ind~stry. The united front was 
whtch, tt was no secret1 would be an effecttve argument that the etn
used for the Daily H eratd fund. ployers funx appreciated, and this 

Some members of the N. U ,J. ap- cleavage wtll certainly weaken the 
pear convinced that this was none hands of the N.E.C. of the N.U.J. 
other than an elaborate trick devised in dealing with the present demanas 
for no other purpose than .that of ex- for a cut in wages. A little 
tra~ting from them the twopence that pressure in this direction ·will .'prob
they had previously refused to give. ably convince the Journalists of the 
Consequently at their rece!)t annual error of their way~, .and we shall~be 
delegate meeting a resolution was indeed surprised if this seljous step, 
moved to immediately cea'se their taken on such trivial provocation, will 
affiliation. This was lost in favQur not be quickly retraced. ijappily for 
of one instructing a ballot of the mem- the united front movement those Sec
bership to be taken\ . the conference, tions of the workers that refuse volun-
however, recommenatng Dlf!mbers to h d ·f h · d 
vote in favour of retention of affilia- tarily to follow t e lea o t e a • 
tion. vance guard are usually kicked into 

As a result of the ballot, the Union line by their bosses. 

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW 
STltUGGLE OF FRENCH C.P. AGAINST POINCARE 
The C1ntral Committee of the French ket elsewhere. In order to replace it, 

Communist Party recently compiled the the Germans have concluded con
follo'llring material tor tile use of tracts with Sweden which run till the 
s.Peakers at the numerous meetings year 1932. Depreciation of the franc 

. fteld tor combating Poinc~. A.n in consequence of the uncertain foli
idea may be gainea from it of the tical situation, in consequence o the 
various arguments emPloyed by our necessity of buying coal and coke 
FrCtfch comrades in their propaganda ab~oadt .and in oonsequence .of speC\1· 
agmnst tlze Ruhr adventure.-ED. , latton m our money, of which large 
J·.~ECONOMIC AND ··SOCIAL amounts ar~ in foreign h~ds. }n-

. CONSE8UENCES OF THE creased . pnces ~or tex~tle go0;Bs, 
RtJHR CCUPATION. cotton. hnen, w~ch havt; to be lfil· 

ported and patd for m pounds 
· INDUSTRY. . . sterling and dollars. General rise in CESSATION of the ~hyene~ of prices of industrial products. 

coal and coke. R1se m pnces . . 
· · of ooal and coke. Standstill AGRICtJLTtJRE. ·. · 
of the Lorraine blast furnaces. Dis- Higher ' priees for che . industrial 

. l~cation of the wh,ole metal produc- products. ~ulred . by · .. ~~lture: 
tlon. Increased pnccs for metal pro- implements, machines, c:lotbmg. etc. 
ducts. ·.The Lorraine ore, hithetto Scarcity and dearness of· manures. 
worked \lP to a g·re~t extent in the Cessation of German deliveries of 
Ruhr area, canllol easily fin!il a mar- 5ulphate of ammonia. Scarcity of 
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potash from Alsace Lorraine, as this letariat to fight against Poincare's 
is bought up by the Americans owing imperialist policr. 
t.o the favour~ble. rate of «:xcha~e of 2.-THE INTENTIONS OF THE 
~e dollar. R1se m tht; pnce of co~n, RUHR POLICY 
1n consequence of the mcreased pnce · 
of the imponed corn which has to be ALLEGED OBJECT. . . 
paid for in dollars. Scarcity of agri- G.er~any. has to pay. Thts 1s a 
cultural labour power as a result of capt~ahst. he. The French state is 
the retention of the army class 1921 rutnm' lts~lf for the purpose ~f 
in military service. Prospects of poor renderyng Its debtor, the qerman 
sale of agricultural.products as a re- state, msolvent and equally rumed. 
sult of increased priees and decreased Th RE!J- OBJECTS. 
purchasing powers· of consumers. . e pr~dommance of French metal 

mdustry 1n Europe. The Ruhr occu-
TRADE. pation is a pressure medium in the 

Inc~ease in the numbers of middle-. interests of the French industrialists. 
men 1n consequence of the shortage These would like to secure for them
of .ooal an~ metal products. Specu- selves the leadership of the future 
lat!ve holdtng back of goo~s. ~pecu- Franco-German comlJanies by holding 
latton favoured by fluctuations 1n ra.te 6o per cent. of the shares. The Ger· 
of exch~nge: Example :. The rec;~nt man industrialists hold out for an 
speculatu?n 1n sugar. InJury to small equal share. During 'the war Ger
tr~ders 1n conse9uence of hig~er mll:n indu~try . w~nted the .iron of 
pnces and lessenmg of purchaSing Bney · to-day 1t 1s French mdustry 
powers of the masses. which' wants the coal of the Ruhr 

FINANCE. basin. In both cases the real point 
Cessation of payments from Ger- has been the combination of the ore 

many. The expenses of the Ruhr of Lorraine with the coal of the 
armies, the expenses of the retention Rhineland. The lord of these· two is 
of the army class 1921 under arms: the lord of European heavy industry. 
Increase of state debt to England and TERRITORIAL AND MILITARY 
America. For this debt, payable in ANNltXAnON. 
dollars and pounds, increases in pro- The intention is first to convert the 
portion to the depreciation of . the Rhineland and the Ruhr area, by 
franc. Decrease of taxation revenue means of lengthy occupation. into in
as a result of high prices and disloca- dependent states under French ill
tion of business life. Excessive mili- .fl.uence; annexation is then to follow. 
tary expenses in consequence of Under the pretext of the need of se
eighteen months' military service. curities., France seizes upon the most 
Threatened fresh taxation. The de- favouraole positions for the next war. 
ficit : several milliards in the regular The " Action Fran~aise " and the 
budget; IS-20 milliards in the budget II Echo de Paris " admit this. They 
of " expenditure to be reimbursed by d.edare the fact of occupation creates 
Germany." Continuation of the·.the historical right to annexation. 
traffic in loans and treasury bonds. THE DISMEMBERMENT OF GERMANY. 
Uncertainty of state credit, damaging The French capitalist control of 
to small savers of the peasant and the Ruhr coal makes it possible to 
middle class. create antagonisms between the 

RESULT. various German states re9uiring coal, 
.In Germany, and all over Europe, and thus to further the disintegration 

tlie Ruhr occupation exercises the of the realm. Hugo Stinnes, " the 
same effect, varying only in degree of good German patriot," would no 
severity. The closing down of the doubt be content to look on at the 
industrial apparatus of the Ruhr separation of North Germany from 
area robs Europe of 100 million tons South, if he could receive as compen
of coal annually, and upsets its whole sation an equal share in French in
economics. High prices, unerriploy-· dustry. By the occupation of the 
ment, paralysis of business life, in- Ruht Valley, the coal bunker of 
creased speculation, shattered finance; ·Europe, French imperialism hopes to 
lessening of purchasing power among gain predominance over a Bulkanized 
the masses ; all this has an effect dis- Europe. 
advantageous t.o the workers, to lesser ENDEAVOURS TO SURROUND AND 
·officials, and to the middle class in CRUSH A PosSIBLE GERMAN 
town and country. The struggle for .. . REvotunoN. 
the immediate needs of the working By depriving revolutionary centres 
class is bound to evolve into a of coal the spread of the movement 
struggle against the occupation of the all over Germany will be obstructed. 
Ruhr Valley. The peasants and the The occupation of the Ruhr area is 
middle class must back up the prole- to crush the most dangerous seat of 
tariat, must join forces with the pro- revolution beneath a military heel. 
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~evolutionary Ge~many is .already be- is secretly reconstructinf its military 
1ng surrounde.d w:•th enem1es-by the power. The bloody col isions in the 
French domtJ?atlon over Belgium, Ruhr ~!-rea increase in frequency. 
Czecho-Slov~kia\ and Poland, .by the They wtll become even more frequent 
Entente ~om!nahon over Austna, ~nd if not prevented by the fraternization 
~he domi':lat10n of German Fasci.sm of French soldiers and German 
1n Bava~.a. The Ruhr occu~at_1on workers. The day may come when 
clos~s tlits ne~ .cordop. . santtat~e. Germany's passive resistance and the 
W.h1lst Fr.ance s I~pen.ahst pohcy econ-omic war are transformed into 
bn~gs ~er mto conflict w1th.the other real war. 
capitahst states, the occupation of the 
Ruhr area is a counter-revolutionary Tm: POSSIBILITY OF A GERMAN 
action on the part of France under· REVOLUTION. 
tak~n i~ the inte~ests of international The g~owing misery of the German 
cap1ta.hsm. Poincar~'s imperiatrsm proletanat, fu~ther enhanced by the 
occupted the Ruhr area on the pretext Ruhr occupation, may lead the 
of for~ing Germany to pay. At the mas&es to take up the fight for the 
SaJ?t; time he is anxious to win public workers' government, and thus to 
oplDlOJ? for a policy of industrial take the first step toward revolution. 
despottsm, or annexation, and .of dis- -THE TASKS OF THE PROLE
memberment of Germany. Pc;~mcarl! 4· 
the head of international counter: TARIAT. 
revolution_, therefore strives to pre- Extension of the struggle against 
pa~e the aefeat of the German re\'O- the capitalist offensive to a fight for 
Iutton. the evacuation of the Ruhr and for 

·J.-'rHE RESULTS OF THE the annulment of the Versailles 
ECONOMIC WAR IN THE Treaty. The Frt;nch proletariat 
RUHR AREA. must demand of thetr rulers: "Out 

A capitalist understanding between of Germany I" The power of French 
F~ance and Germany, at the expense i!f1perialism is to be shaken by agi~a
of t~e Ruhr proletariat. Longer tton among the oppressed . c;olop.1al 
workin' hours and re<l1.1ction of peoples so that the auhtanzed 
wa$t;S 1n the Ruhr area. The com- black. s!aves may be prevent"ea ,.ftom 
petmve effect of · this cheapened permttung themselves to be used 
labour power will reduce the stan- ~ainst the workers in social conflicts. 
dard of living of the whole European The payment of the reparations is to 
pr~letariat. In order to break the be deman~ed from the call!talists of 
~esista:nce of tll.e proletariat capital-· all countnes, esJ?eci.ally from Frenth 
1sm wlll attempt to destroy the prole- and German cap1tahsts. The Fren~h 
'tarian organisations by force. Eng- state should seize the real values 
land will demand her share of the possessed by French capitalists the 
spoil, in order to prevent the indus· German state the real values ol the 
~rial predominance of France. Even Ge~man capitalists •. until the prole
if England receives her share she tanat takes possession of the means 
remains the rival of France. ' of production by revolutionary action. 

The internationalisation of the Intensification of the struggle against 
Ruhr area would ha"e the same the capitalist offensive and Fascism. 

·result. It would subject the West- Fight l!8ainst every new imperialist 
phalian proletariat to 'the same war. The formation of a. workers' 
shameful expl-oitation of which government in Germany IS to be 
Austria is the present victim. A striven for. In order to carry out 
ca1>italist understanding with or these tasks, the united front of the 
without En&land's p~cipation international proletariat must be 
would signify : Stren&thening of me formed, and a European general 
Fascist danger in the whole of strike prepared for. 
Europe, _strt;ngthe~ of the Euro- No civil peace between ~roletarU!J, 
J:!ean capltah~t offe.ns~ve, the prepara- and bourgeoisie. When tbe execu· 
t1on of an 1m~enahst war between tioners fall out over the division of 
England and France. the booty the victim has no part W. 
Tn DANGER OF A FRANca-GERMAN their Cl.uairel. The slave must utilize 

·· W AK. the stnfe between his masters to over
The disclosures made by the Rote thro\V them and to emancipate him-

Fahne show that nationalist Germany self. ' 


